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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the discovery of graphene [1], the family of 2d-materials (2DM) has prospered. In this study,

I focus on monolayer hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), the lesser known cousin of graphene. Despite

the similar structure, hBN and graphene have very distinctive electronic properties. Similar to the

parent bulk compound, hBN is a large band gap insulator.

Before presenting the research results, Chap. 2 and Chap. 3 present some necessary background

information. Chap. 2 introduces the important information from the reported studies of hBN. The

characterization methods involved in this study, low energy electron diffraction (LEED), scanning

tunneling microscope (STM), X-ray photo-emission spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray standing wave tech-

nique (XSW), and the experimental setups involved in the study are briefly introduced in Chap. 3.

Starting from Chap. 4, I present my study on the epitaxial systems of hBN/Pt(111), hBN/Ir(111),

and hBN/Ru(0001).

To start with, I study the epitaxial growth of hBN on Ru(0001) and Ir(111) (Sec. 4.1). Two

different preparation procedures are tested: chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and temperature

programmed growth (TPG). The LEED and STM study reveals easy alignment between hBN and

Ir(111). But aligned hBN on Ru(0001) requires more demanding growth procedures. In Sec. 4.2,

the measurement results from PE characterization methods on hBN/Pt(111) and hBN/Ir(111) are

presented.

The epitaxy of hBN on the transition metal (TM) substrate leads to the interaction between hBN

and the underlying substrate. Due to the lattice mismatch, the hBN-TM interaction periodically

modulates the geometric and electronic structure of the hBN. This spatial periodicity constitutes

a moiré pattern, which I observe on both hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111). In the regions where

the interaction is strong/weak, the distance between hBN and the TM substrate is small/large

(valleys/hills), rendering a corrugation geometry of the hBN layer. The corrugation geometries of

hBN/Pt(111), hBN/Ir(111), and hBN/Ru(0001) are discussed based on the measurement results of

STM and photo-emission (PE) characterization.

The difference of the geometric structure measured on hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111) suggests

that the strength of the 2DM-TM interaction varies for different TM substrates. In addition, the

easily emerged rotational domains in hBN/Ru(0001) and gr/Ir(111) indicate a weaker interaction

to the TM substrates of graphene than hBN. In Sec. 4.3, I grow in-plane hetero-structures of hBN
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and graphene on Ru(0001) and Ir(111). LEED measurements reveal enhanced alignment of the

sequentially grown graphene. I attribute this enhanced alignment of graphene to the in-plane epitaxy

to hBN.

The term “interaction strength” frequently used in the research of 2DM/TM is only a qualitative

and macroscopic description, which integrate two crucial factors: the local interaction and the lattice

mismatch between 2DM and the TM substrate. In Chap. 5, I try to separate these two factors and

focus on the local atomic interaction. I calculate the adsorption of representative B/N containing

molecules on TM surfaces to simulate the local atomic interaction. The calculation is within the

scope of density functional theory (DFT).

Beside the geometric corrugation, the moiré pattern of hBN/TM generates a spatial modulation of

the electronic properties of hBN/TM, hence providing a periodic template for adsorbates. In Chap. 6,

I introduce alkali metals (Cs and K) into hBN/Ru(0001) (Sec. 6.1) and hBN/Ir(111) (Sec. 6.2) to

study this templating effect. The STM measurements reveal, hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111) are

very different templates: the preferred adsorption sites on hBN/Ru(0001) are the valley regions of

the moiré unit cells, and on hBN/Ir(111) it is the hill regions. Furthermore, one valley regions on

hBN/Ru(0001) can accommodate multiple alkali metal atoms, while only one single alkali metal atom

can adsorb in one hill region of the hBN/Ir(111) moiré unit cell. In Sec. 6.3, I focus on an interesting

feature of Cs adsorption on hBN/Ir(111). Two hill regions exist in one moiré unit cell. With the

proper preparation procedure, the adsorbed Cs atoms form a honeycomb lattice.

Due to the low concentration, the alkali metal adsorption induces little modulation to the geo-

metric and electronic structure of hBN. The angular resolved photo-emission spectroscopy (ARPES)

measurements demonstrate a small rigid shift of the hBN bands towards higher binding energy (BE).

To pursue a larger shift, ample alkali metal is incorporated into hBN/Ir(111) in Chap. 7. In this

case, alkali metal intercalates and lifts the hBN layer up from the TM substrate. PE measurements

detect large shifts of both the hBN bands and N/B 1s core levels to higher BE. Especially, ample Cs

incorporation induces the largest shift of the hBN bands (3.56 eV). In the ARPES mapping of the

band structure, the conduction bands of hBN is still absence below the Fermi energy. Assuming a

rigid shift, this observation sets a lower bond of 5.85 eV for the hBN band gap.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

The discovery of graphene [1] is the start of the family of two-dimensional materials (2DM). 2DMs

are the type of materials which are only one or a few atomic layer thick. By definition, 2DMs are of

the smallest thickness. From a practical point of view, the ultra-thin nature of 2DMs provides new

route for nanometer sized electronic devices and thus integrated circuit with higher performance.

From the aspect of scientific curiosity, 2DMs pushes thin film physics to its dimensional limit. Many

novel properties, electronic, optical, and mechanical, emerge in 2DMs.

The 2DM I focus on in this thesis is monolayer hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). This introductory

chapter starts with the free-standing hBN, and its more famous cousin, graphene. The atomic

structure and the electronic structure are introduced in Sec. 2.1. High-quality hBN can be prepared

by epitaxial growth on TM surfaces. In Sec. 2.2.2, I focus on this epitaxial system, hBN/TM. The

atomic structure of the (111)-surface of Pt and Ir, the TM surfaces I grow the 2DMs on, is briefly

discussed in Sec. 2.2.1. Due to the lattice mismatch between the 2DM and the TM substrates, a

periodic superstructure form, i.e. moiré pattern. The structure of the moiré unit cell is discussed

in detail in Sec. 2.2.2. In Sec. 2.3, I introduce the incorporation of external atoms and molecules

in the hBN/TM systems. This section includes the site-selectively adsorption for some atoms and

molecules on hBN/TM (Sec. 2.3.1), and the geometric and electronic modification of hBN generated

by alkali metal incorporation (Sec. 2.3.2).

2.1 Graphene and hBN

Graphene is formed by one single layer of C atoms. The C atoms form a honeycomb structure (Fig.

2.1a). Its Bravais lattice is hexagonal, and the basis consists of two C atoms. hBN is iso-structural

to graphene, with the C atoms replaced by alternating N and B atoms (Fig. 2.1b). These two

2DMs have very similar lattice constants (graphene: 2.46 A [2], hBN: 2.49 A [3]), which leads to the

possibility for them to form an atomically continuous hetero-structure. The growth of such in-plane

heterostructure is discussed in Sec. 4.3.

For each atom in these two 2DMs, its 2s, and two 2p orbitals (e.g. px and py) hybridize into three

sp2 orbitals, and expand in the x-y plane (Fig. 2.1c). Two sp2 orbitals from the nearest neighboring

atoms point toward each other and overlap, forming a σ-bond. These strong in-plane σ-bonds give
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2.1. Graphene and hBN

Figure 2.1: Atomic structure of graphene and hBN. The two red arrows indicate the primitive

translational vectors. The rhombus indicates one primitive unit cell, which contains a bi-atomic

basis.

rise to the superior mechanical strength of graphene and hBN: The ultimate tensile strength of

graphene is 125 GPa [4], and hBN 70 GPa [4]. As a comparison, the ultimate tensile strength of

copper (0.2 GPa [5]) and tungsten (0.55 to 0.62 GPa [5]) are relatively small. The remaining pz

orbital is perpendicular to the x-y plane.

The similarity between graphene and hBN in real space leads to the similar hexagonal reciprocal

lattice. The 1st Brillouin zone is a normal hexagon (Fig. 2.1d). The high symmetry points are

labeled in the Figure. The band structure along the Γ-K direction is presented in Fig. 2.2. Since the

in-plane σ-bonds are very similar in graphene and hBN, the σ-bands of hBN and graphene are also

very similar in shape.

Figure 2.2: Band structure of (a) graphene and (b) hBN calculated by DFT.

In graphene, the C atom has four electrons in the L shell. Besides the three electrons forming

the three σ-bonds, one remains in the pz orbital. similar to the situation in benzene, the pz orbitals

of the neighboring atoms overlap each other side by side, forming a large molecular orbital, i.e. the

π-bond. This molecular orbital provides a network for the pz electrons. The π- and π∗-bands cross
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Background

each other at the corner of the 1BZ. Since each C atom provides one electron, the Fermi level is at the

crossing point. Fig. 2.2b presents the band structure of graphene near the Fermi energy, calculated

by the author with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof GGA functional [6] using the ABINIT code [7, 8].

The situation is very different for hBN, where the pz electrons are bonded to the N atoms. One B

atom has three electrons in the L shell, all of which form the three in-plane σ-bonds. For a N atom,

two electrons are left in the pz orbital. However, due to the uneven potential on B and N atom, the

two electrons are locally bonded to the N atom, making hBN an insulator. Thus the π-band formed

by the pz orbitals of the N atoms is fully occupied, while the π∗-band formed by the pz orbitals of

the B atoms is completely empty, leaving a large band gap between the π- and π∗-bands. The band

structure of hBN is presented in Fig. 2.2b.

Though the wide band gap is one of the most appealing features of hBN, some important char-

acteristics of its band structure remain unclear. In the reported density functional theory (DFT)

calculations, both direct K-K band gap[9, 10, 11] and indirect Γ-K band gap [9, 12, 13, 14, 15] have

been reported. In addition, the calculated band gap size varies from 4.3 eV [13] to 6.86 eV [9]. Espe-

cially, H. Sahin et al. demonstrate that the calculated size of the band gap and the HOMO/LUMO

positions in the Brillouin zone is highly dependent on the pseudo-potential used in the DFT simula-

tion [9]. On the experimental aspect, a measurement of a 5 eV band gap on hBN/Ir(111) by scanning

tunneling spectroscopy was reported by M. Liu et al. [16]. Whereas optical absorption spectroscopy

measurements reveal a 6.07 eV optical band gap [17, 18, 19]. It is worth mentioning that the optical

band gap is not necessarily the same as the electronic band gap for two reasons: (i) Due to the small

momentum of the photons, incident light can not excite the electrons through an indirect band gap.

(ii) The excitation of an exciton reduce the photon energy needed, rendering the optical band gap

smaller than the electronic band gap.

2.2 Epitaxial graphene and hBN on TM surfaces

In 2004, graphene was first unambiguously produced by A. Geim and K. Novoselov by scotch-tape

method [1]. The single layer material was exfoliated from bulk graphite. Ever since, many production

methods have been developed for 2DMs.

A 2DM normally have a parent bulk material. For example, bulk hBN consists of a large number

of single-layer hBN. Many preparation methods of the 2DMs start with the corresponding bulk

materials, and the single layers are separated from the bulk. This kind of preparation methods is

categorized as top down methods. Beside the mechanical cleavage (scotch-tape method), the top

down methods also include liquid phase exfoliation [20] and reduction of graphene oxide [21].

Many techniques have been developed in top down methods. But the quality of 2DMs produced

by these methods is low and uncontrollable. For high quality 2DMs, the bottom up methods are

used. The method I use in this study is the epitaxial growth on transition metal (TM) substrates.

Before introducing the epitaxial growth, I would like to point out that both bottom up and top down

methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. For example, the high cost of the bottom

up methods has so far limited the application of these methods in mass production. A comparison

among all the preparation methods can be found in Ref. [22].
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2.2. Epitaxial graphene and hBN on TM surfaces

In this study, I grow epitaxial hBN (graphene) on the low index surfaces of TM crystals, which

play an important role in the structure of hBN (graphene). We first discuss the atomic structure of

these TM surfaces in Sec. 2.2.1. The structure of the hBN/TM (graphene/TM) is discussed in Sec.

2.2.2.

2.2.1 (111)-surface of fcc metal and (001)-surface of hpc metal

To match the symmetry of hBN (graphene), the (111)-surface of the face-centered cubic TMs (Fig.

2.3a) and the (001)-surface of the hexagonal close packed TMs (Fig. 2.3b) are used. These surfaces

have very similar atomic structure.

Figure 2.3: Atomic structure of (a) fcc crystals and (b) hcp crystals. The atomic layers are indicated

by different colors. Stacking relation among the atomic layers in (c) fcc crystals in the (111)-direction

and (d) hcp crystals in the (001)-direction. (d) Surface registries on a hexagonal surface indicated

by the colored spheres. The unit cell is indicated by the red rhombus.

For both surfaces, the top layer TM atoms form a hexagonal lattice (Fig. 2.3e). There are some

special registries on these surfaces (indicated by colored spheres in Fig. 2.3e). Directly on top of a

TM metal is the atop site (black). In the middle of two neighboring atoms is the bridge site (gray).

The blue and green spheres represent the hollow sites on the surface. When only the topmost layer

of TM atoms are considered, the registries indicated by blue and green spheres are identical: a single

layer system has a six-fold symmetry.

For an actual system including more than one layer of TM atoms, the two registries (green and

blue) are different. The second layer TM atoms also form a hexagonal lattice. Assuming one atom

in the second layer is precisely below the blue sphere, then no atom is below the green sphere. Hence

the second layer of TM atoms distinguish the two hollow sites. In the (111) direction of the fcc

crystals, the atomic layers are stacked in the ABC ordering (Fig. 2.3c), i.e. the third layer atoms

are not below the first layer atoms. This stacking relation is similar to the green sphere in Fig. 2.3e.

Thus the green registry is called fcc-hollow site. In the (001) direction of the hcp crystals, the atomic
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Background

layers are stacked in the ABA ordering. Namely, the even (odd) layers are precisely on top of each

other. This stacking relation is the same as the blue sphere in Fig. 2.3e. Hence the blue registry is

called hcp-hollow site.

2.2.2 Moiré pattern of the 2DM/TM systems

Except the rare coincidental cases, hBN (graphene) has a smaller lattice constant than the TM

surfaces. The periodic atomic structures of hBN (graphene) and the TM surfaces produce a third

larger periodic pattern, the moiré pattern. In the epitaxial systems I study in this thesis, both hBN

(graphene) and the TM surfaces have hexagonal lattice. The moiré pattern is thus also hexagonal.

The extended epitaxial system of 2DM/TM is the repetition of the moiré unit cells in a hexagonal

lattice.

Within one moiré unit cell of hBN/TM, the N/B atoms are at different registries of the TM

surface due to the lattice mismatch. Hence the interaction strength between the N/B atoms in hBN

and the substrate vary. When A N atom is at the atop registry of the TM surface, this interaction is

the strongest. In this region of the hBN/TM, the distance between the hBN and the TM substrate

is the smallest. In the area where the N atom is not on top of an TM atom, the hBN-TM distance is

large. Hence the spatially modulated hBN-TM interaction generates a corrugation geometry of the

the hBN layer.

Figure 2.4: STM measurement results on hBN/Ir(111). (a) STM images on hBN/Ir(111), 200× 150

nm2, Ub = 2.4 V, Itunneling = 80 pA. (b) Apparent height profile along the lines on hBN/Ir(111)

crossing three moiré unit cell. (c)-(e) STM images of the same area of a hBN flake on Ir(111),

imaged with different Ub. Itunneling = 250 pA for (c)-(e). (b)-(e) modified from Ref. [23].

Fig. 2.4a presents a large scale STM image of hBN/Ir(111). The periodic moiré pattern is very

pronounced. However, the bright protrusions observed are actually the valley regions of the moiré

unit cells, where the hBN-Ir(111) distance is low. The apparent height contrast is inversed from
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2.2. Epitaxial graphene and hBN on TM surfaces

the hBN-Ir(111) distance. F. Schulz et al. imaged the same area on hBN/Ir(111) with different

bias voltages [23]. They observed that the apparent heights of different regions in the moiré unit cell

depend on the bias voltage (Fig. 2.4b to e). The same contrast inversion is observed on hBN/Rh(111)

by STM [24] and also by nc-AFM [25]. This uncertainty of height measurements by STM and AFM

originates from the spatially modulated local electronic structure in the moiré unit cell, which STM

and AFM measurements are highly sensitive to.

Figure 2.5: Moiré unit cell of hBN/Ir(111) calculated by DFT [26]. (a) Side view and (b) top view of

the atomic structure. The height of the N/B atoms are presented by the color scale. The three typical

regions in the moiré unit cell, where the N/B atoms are at specific surface registries are labeled by

three circles. (c) Charge rearrangement mapping in hBN/Ir(111). (d) Magnified view of the charge

transfer in the valley region. Red indicates electron accumulation, and blue indicates depletion.

Ref. [26] reports a sophisticated study of the moiré geometry of hBN/Ir(111). The DFT cal-

culation and XSW measurements both reveal a 1.5 Å corrugation of the hBN layer. In the DFT

calculation, three typical areas are identified within a moiré unit cell. The regions where the N atoms

are at the atop registries of the Ir(111) surface, and B atoms are at the hcp hollow sites (BhcpNtop)

are identified as valleys due to the small hBN-Ir(111) distance (2.2 Å). In the regions where the N

atoms are at the hcp registries and B atoms are at the fcc registries (BfccNhcp), and the regions where

the N atoms are at the fcc registries and B atoms are at the atop registries (BtopNfcc), the distance

between hBN and the Ir(111) substrate is large. These two regions are identified as hills. Fig. 2.5a

presents the geometric structure of the moiré unit cell (side and top view).

Fig. 2.5d presents the charge rearrangement between hBN and the Ir(111) substrate in the moiré

unit cell. Most charge rearrangement happens in the valley regions. In the valley regions (Fig. 2.5e)

where the hBN-TM distance is small, DFT calculation reveals a charge depletion for the N pz and

Ir dz2 atomic orbitals compensated by a charge accumulation between the two atoms. This charge

rearrangement suggests a chemical bond formed between the Ir and the N atom. The correspondence

between the small hBN-TM distance and the atop position of the N atoms is not exclusive for the

Ir(111) substrate. The same corrugation geometry is also found on Rh(111) [27], and Ru(0001) [28].
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Background

2.3 Atomic and molecular incorporation in hBN/TM systems

In this section, I discuss the incorporation of external substance in the epitaxial system of hBN/TM.

In this thesis, I focus on the incorporation of atoms and small molecules. The incorporation leads

to mutual influence between the external substance and the hBN/TM substrate. The two following

subsections discuss this mutual influence.

2.3.1 Templating effect

For atoms and small molecules, when incorporated in hBN/TM, they have two possible destinations:

above or below the hBN layer. The choice depends on the size of the atoms/molecules. For small

atoms like H [29] and Li [30], they penetrate the hBN layer and absorb between hBN and the TM

substrate. Most other atoms and molecules with larger size adsorb on top of the hBN layer.

In the last section, I have discussed the geometric structure of hBN in the moiré unit cell: the

hBN layer corrugates in the direction normal to the TM substrate. Beside the geometric modulation,

the moiré pattern also produces an electronic modulation within the moiré unit cell. For example,

F. Schulz et al. reported the local work function variation within the moiré unit cell [23]. The I-z

curves are measured in the valley region and the hill regions (Fig. 2.6a). The local work function

extracted from the I-z curves reveal a 0.5 eV difference. The local work function in the hill regions

is larger than in the valley regions.

Figure 2.6: (a) I-z curves measured at different positions in the moiré unit cell of hBN/Ir(111) and on

bare Ir(111). The red, dark and light blue curves are measured at the positions of the corresponding

dots in (b) the STM image.

The spatial modulation of hBN/TM moiré pattern functions leads to site-selective adsorption.

The exclusive adsorption of Au particles in the valley regions of hBN/Ru(0001) is observed by STM

measurements [31]. To investigate this selective adsorption, B. Wang et al. calculated the adsorption

energy of a single Au atom on hBN/Ru(0001) with DFT: the adsorption energy is 1.2 eV larger in the

valley regions than in the hill regions [32]. According to their adsorption energy is also different in

the two different hill regions (1.1 eV in NhcpBtop, 0.7 eV in NfccBhcp). The same selective adsorption

in the valley regions is observed for Ti, Co, Mn, Fe, and Xe [33, 34, 35, 36] on hBN/Rh(111), and

for Ir on hBN/Ir(111) [37]. Interesting, for Xe adsorption on hBN/Rh(111), the best adsorption site

is not the center of the valley regions, but rather the edge. This off-center adsorption in the valley
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2.3. Atomic and molecular incorporation in hBN/TM systems

regions is also observed for some organic molecules [27, 38]. A few examples of these site-selective

adsorption is presented in the STM images in Fig. 2.7a to c.

Figure 2.7: (a) Adsorption of Au atom on hBN/Ru(0001), modified from Ref. [31]. (b) Ir adsorption

on hBN/Ir(111), modified from Ref. [37]. (c) Adsorption of MnPc on hBN/Rh(111), modified from

Ref. [38]. (d) DFT calculated adsorption geometry of Au on hBN/Rh(111), modified from Ref. [39].

For the TM adatoms, DFT calculations reveal the TM-hBN interaction is fulfilled by a chemical

bond formed between a B atom in hBN and the adsorbed TM atom [37, 39, 40] (Fig. 2.7d). As

described in Sec. 2.2, the TM-N bond between hBN and TM substrate is formed by the overlap of

the pz orbital of the N atom and the dz2 orbital of the TM atom. However, between adsorbed TM

and hBN, all out-of-plane dz2 , dxz, dyz orbitals of a TM atom contribute to the TM-B bond.

Due to the site-selective adsorption, the adsorbed substance can form ordered arrays. For exam-

ple, W. Moritz et al. prepared an ordered array of the Ir clusters on hBN/Ir(111) (Fig. 2.7b). The

clusters are removed in the upper part of the image to produce clear identification of the valley and

hill regions. For adsorbates of higher concentration, the aggregation geometry varies for different

adsorbates and different TM substrates. W. C. McKee et al. investigated the influence of the diffu-

sion barrier on the aggregation geometry [41]. The adsorption of various TMs on hBN/Rh(111) were

calculated with DFT. For adatoms (e.g. Au and Pt) having high barriers to diffuse between valley

regions, the STM measurements reveal that they form mono-disperse nano-particles. On the other

hand, it is easier for Ag adatoms to diffuse between valley sites. They form large clusters extending

over multiple valley regions.
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Background

2.3.2 Gating effect

In the last subsection, I discuss the template effect of the moiré pattern of hBN/TM, namely the

influence of the hBN/TM substrate on the incorporated substance. In return, the geometric and

electronic structure of hBN is also modified by the incorporated substance.

For example, in Ref. [37], DFT calculation reveals the extra buckling of the hBN sheet below the

Ir clusters due to the interaction to the Ir clusters. In addition, as described in Sec. 2.2.2, the 2DMs

are normally corrugated due to the spatially modulated interaction with the TM substrate. It has

long been demonstrated that intercalation provides a approach to remove this corrugation [42].

Figure 2.8: (a) N 1s and B 1s spectra measured on hBN/Au/Ni(111), Li/hBN/Au/Ni(111), and

hBN/K/Au/Ni(111). ARPES mapping of the band structure measured on (b) hBN/Au, (c)

Li/hBN/Au/Ni(111), and (d) hBN/K/Au/Ni(111). Modified from Ref. [43]

As for modifying the electronic structure, it is most effective to incorporate alkali metals due to

their lowest ionization energies, which leads to the easy charge transfer. In Ref. [43], two different

alkali metals, Li and K, are introduced into the system of hBN/Au/Ni(111). As it turns out, Li

adsorbs on top of the hBN layer, while K intercalates. In both systems, the N 1s and B 1s core levels

are shifted to higher binding energy (Fig. 2.8a). ARPES measurements reveal that the hBN bands

are also shifted to higher binding energy (Fig. 2.8b to d).
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Chapter 3

Experimentation

This chapter gives a brief introduction of the experimental methods and set-ups used in this study.

Four main characterization methods are involved. Their working principles are briefly explained in

Sec. 3.1 (LEED), Sec. 3.2 (STM), Sec. 3.3 (XPS), and Sec. 3.4 (XSW). The two main experimental

setups involved in this study are introduced in 3.5.

3.1 LEED

Among all surface structural characterization methods, low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) is

by far the most commonly used in the surface science community. The core phenomena is electron

scattering by the periodic atomic structure of the sample surface. In the energy range related to

LEED, the penetration depth monotonically increases with the energy of the electron. Low energy

(around 100 eV) electron beam is used to achieve surface sensitivity (penetration depth less than

10 Å, i.e. a few atomic layers). An electron gun emits the monochromatic electron beam, and a

fluorescent screen is used to collect and display the diffracted electrons (Fig. 3.1a).

Here we only consider the dominating elastic scattering, i.e. the electron energy is conserved in

the scattering process. The parallel momenta of the incident and scattered electron are ~~ki and ~~kf,

and the change in the wave number is ∆~k. The only non-neglectable scattering processes are the ones

whose ∆~k coincides with a reciprocal lattice vector of the surface ~g. The incident electron beam is

normal to the sample surface (~pi = ~~ki = 0). Thus ~kf = ~g. The reciprocal lattice is directly presented

on the fluorescent screen.

In this study, I use low index surfaces of transition metal single crystals, Pt(111), Ir(111) and

Ru(0001). They all have the hexagonal arrangement of the metal atoms, which leads a hexagonal

LEED pattern. The 2DMs in this study (graphene and hBN) have a honeycomb lattice, which

is a hexagonal lattice with a biatomic basis. Thus the LEED pattern of the 2DM/TM system is

also hexagonal. The 2DM and the TM substrates have different lattice constants. Thus the LEED

pattern contains two sets of hexagonal lattices. Beside the two hexagonal lattices, satellite spots are

also present in the LEED pattern, which are from the multi-scattering process. A typical LEED

pattern of 2DM/TM is presented in Fig. 3.1b.
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3.2. STM

Figure 3.1: (a) A sketch of LEED setup, modified from [44]. (b) LEED pattern of hBN/Ir(111) (72

eV).

3.2 STM

Figure 3.2: 1D model of the tunnel-

ing process between the tip and the

sample [45].

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a technique that pro-

foundly shaped condensed matter physics. It is often said that

STM is to surface science what the telescope was to astronomy.

Actually this saying underestimates the importance of STM. As

Chen said in his book [46]: Yet STM is capable of manipulat-

ing the objects it observes, to build nanoscale structures never

existed in nature. No telescope is capable of bringing Mars and

Venus together. The inventors of STM, Gerd Binning and Hein-

rich Rohrer were awarded the Nobel physics prize in 1986. This

section gives a brief introduction to the basics of this technique,

mainly Bardeen’s transfer Hamiltonian method in the one di-

mensional case. For a more detailed and advanced introduction

to this technique, the reader is suggested to refer to literature

[46, 47, 45].

The STM technique uses the simple idea of the quantum

tunneling effect. A bias voltage between two electrodes sep-

arated by sub-nanometer-sized vacuum (Figure 3.2) drives a

tunneling current between the two electrodes. One of the elec-

trodes is the sample surface in investigation, while the other is

the conducting probe, which in the ideal case is an atomically sharp metal tip.

The STM tip is attached to a piezo-drive, which consists of three mutually perpendicular piezoelec-

tric transducers (x−, y−, z−piezos). Upon applying a voltage, a piezoelectric transducer contracts

or expands, moving the tip on the surface.
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Chapter 3. Experimentation

A few presumptions are required for the following deduction. First of all, the interaction between

tunneling electrons is ignored. Secondly, direct interaction of the tip and sample giving birth to

coupled electronic states is excluded. This assumption is valid if the tip-sample distance is large

enough (larger than ∼ 4 Å). Furthermore, we assume elastic tunneling, i.e. no energy loss of the

electrons with quasi-particles in the electrodes, e.g. plasmons, phonons, etc.

When the tip is far away from the sample, the wave function of the electron in the sample (S),

and the wave function in the tip (T), satisfy the Schrödinger equation:

i~
∂

∂t
ψi = (− ~2

2m

∂2

∂z2
+ Ui)ψ

i, (3.1)

where Ui is the potential function of electrode i (S or T), and ψi depends on both time and spatial

coordinates. The stationary states are ψi = ψiµe
−iEiµt/~, with

(− ~2

2m

∂2

∂z2
+ Ui)ψ

i
µ = Ei0ψ

i
µ, (3.2)

where µ is the quantum number labeling different eigenstates.

Once the tip is close enough to the sample surface, the Schrördinger equation contains both

potentials:

i~
∂

∂t
ψ = (− ~2

2m

∂2

∂z2
+ UT + US)ψ. (3.3)

At t → −∞, the tip is far away from the substrate and the electrons in both electrodes are in

the eigenstates the Schrödinger equation (Eq. 3.2) describes, and will evolve following Eq. 3.1. The

potential of the tip will be present while the tip approaching the sample. We treat the tip potential

as a perturbation. We assume that the tip approaches the sample surface slowly, thereby the tip

potential is turned on adiabatically. Formally we describe this adiabatic switching of the perturbation

via a time-dependent potential

UT (t) = UT e
ηt/~, µ > 0, (3.4)

where UT is independent on t and η is small and positive. At the end, η is set to 0 to make it real

adiabatic.

Switching on the perturbation, the electron has a probability of populating the states of the tip

states, denoted as ψT
ν . The electronic state which was initially ψS

µ evolves to:

ψ = aµ(t)ψS
µe
−iES

µt/~ +
∑

ν

cνψ
T
ν e
−iET

ν t/~. (3.5)

From our ansatz, aµ(−∞) = 1 and cν(−∞) = 0.

The basic assumption of Bardeen’s model is that the two sets of wave functions are approximately

orthogonal, i.e. 〈ψS
µ|ψT

ν 〉 = 0. Inserting Eq. 3.5 into the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

(Eq. 3.3), we obtain

i~
dcµ(t)

dt
= 〈ψT

ν |UT |ψS
µ〉 e−i(E

S
µ−ET

ν +iη)t/~ +
∑

λ

cλ(t) 〈ψT
ν |US |ψS

λ〉 e−i(E
T
λ−ET

µ )t/~. (3.6)

Two approximations have been used to achieve Eq.3.6. First of all, a(t) varies slowly due to adiabatic

process, i.e. d
dtaµ(t) = 0. Secondly, the contribution ∼ (eηt/~ − 1) is neglected since it vanishes at

η → 0.
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3.2. STM

Figure 3.3: Sketch of the electron tun-

neling process between the tip and the

sample in STM measurement. The

electron transits from the occupied

states in the sample to the unoccupied

sates in the tip. [48]

This equation can be solved iteratively, but as a good approximation we focus only on the first

order of time-dependent perturbation theory and neglect the second term on the right hand side.

Then we obtain:

cµ(t) =
Mµν

ES
µ − ET

ν + iη
e−i(E

S
µ−ET

ν +iη)t/~, (3.7)

with Mµν = 〈ψT
ν |UT |ψS

µ〉 being the tunneling matrix element describing the projection of the initial

state ψS
µ perturbed by the potential UT onto the final state ψT

ν .

The term |cµ(t)|2 describes the probability that an electron which sits in the initial state ψS
µ at

t = −∞ populates a state ψT
ν at time t:

|cµ(t)|2 =
|Mµν |2

(ES
µ − ET

ν )2 + η2
e2ηt/~, (3.8)

which leads to the tunneling probability per unit time

Pµν =
d

dt
|cµ(t)|2 =

2η

(ES
µ − ET

ν )2 + η2

1

~
e2ηt/~|Mµν |2. (3.9)

Now we set η to 0. In the recognition of the delta function, i.e. δ(x) = 1
π lim
η→0

η

x2 + η2
, we have

the famous Fermi’s golden rule:

Pµν =
d

dt
|cµ(t)|2 =

2π

~
δ(ES

µ − ET
ν )|Mµν |2. (3.10)

The tunneling probability Pµν connects the initial state ψS
µ and the final state ψT

ν . However, in

both the tip and the sample, electrons sit in a lot of different states. So the tunneling current is
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Chapter 3. Experimentation

proportional to the sum of all the tunneling probabilities between different states in tip and sample.

Furthermore, at finite temperature, we also have to include the thermal effect, which means the

occupation probability of a state with eigenenergy E is described by the Fermi-Dirac distribution

f(E − Ef ) =
1

e(E−Ef )/kBT + 1
. (3.11)

Accounting for the occupation in this distribution, two spin directions in one state and assuming

a bias voltage V , the tunneling current in thermal equilibrium from the sample to the tip, IS→T , and

from the tip to the sample, IT→S can be expressed as:

IS→T =
4πe

~
∑

µν

f(ES
µ − ES

f )[1− f(ET
ν − ET

f )]|Mµν |2δ(ET
ν − ES

µ − eV ), (3.12)

and

IT→S =
4πe

~
∑

µν

f(ET
µ − ET

f )[1− f(ES
ν − ES

f )]|Mµν |2δ(ET
ν − ES

µ − eV ). (3.13)

The difference between two directions is the net total tunneling current:

I =
4πe

~
∑

µν

[f(ES
µ − ES

f )− f(ET
µ − ET

f )]|Mµν |2δ(ET
ν − ES

µ − eV ). (3.14)

The finite summation over the discrete states can be replaced by an integral over energies using the

density of states n(E): Σµ →
∫
n(E)dE. We can also get rid of the delta function using

∫
δ(x)dx = 1.

After appropriate change of variables, we have:

I =
4πe

~

∫
dε[f(ET

f − eV + ε)− f(ES
f + ε)]

× nT(ET
f − eV + ε)× nS(ES

f + ε)|M(ES
f + ε, ET

f − eV + ε)|2, (3.15)

where nS and nT are the density of states (DOS) of the substrate and of the tip (Figure 3.3). At

zero temperature or if kBT is smaller than the energy resolution required in the measurement, the

Fermi distribution function can be approximated by a step function and the current simplifies to

I =
4πe

~

∫ eV

0
dεnT(ET

f − eV + ε)nS(ES
f + ε)|M |2. (3.16)

In Eq. 3.16, we find formally that the tunneling current is the convolution of the density of states of

the tip and the sample.

In practice, we move the tip on the sample surface to detect the geometric structure. To keep

the tunneling current constant, the tip-sample distance is regulated in order to modulate the overlap

of electronic states of the tip and the sample, i.e. M . As can be seen in Eq. 3.16, the local density

of states (LDOS) of the sample surface is of great importance to the tunneling current. Hence the

precise height measurement on the sample is only possible for the surface of homogeneous DOS.

However, this is not the case for any actual samples. The geometric structure measured with STM

contains the information of the local DOS of the sample surface.
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3.3. XPS

3.3 XPS

Historically the first experiments revealing the interaction of light with solids, known as the pho-

toemission effect today, were performed by H. Hertz and W. Hallwachs (Dresden) in 1887 [49, 50].

In 1905, the annus mirabilis, A. Einstein invoked the quantum nature of light and introduced the

concept of photon. He concludes the photoemission effect by the relation between the photon energy

hν and the maximum kinetic energy Emax
kin of the emitted electrons Emax

kin = hν − φ. The popular

application of photoemission was only possible in the 1960s, after the necessary instrumental de-

velopment by Kai Siegbahn [51]. More details about the history of photoemission can be found in

[52].

The photoemission process is straightforward. The incident photon transfers its energy to an

electron originally bound in the solid and annihilates. This electron is excited and escapes the solid

into the vacuum. Due to energy conservation, we can can link the energy of the photon hν, the

binding energy of the electron EB, the work function of the solid φ, and the kinetic energy of the

emitted electron Ekin:

Ekin = hν − φ− EB. (3.17)

Knowing hν and φ, the equation above provides an approach to detect the electronic structure (EB)

in the solid by characterizing the emission electrons.

Here I briefly go through the basic theoretical description of photoemission for the convenience

of XSW introduction. In the field strength in interests, we can treat the external electromagnetic

field (the photons) as a perturbation, and use Fermi’s golden rule to calculate the transition rate:

ω =
2π

~
|〈Ψf |∆|Ψi〉|2δ(Ef − Ei − hν). (3.18)

For an electron in the electromagnetic field, in the most general form, the Hamiltonian is

H =
1

2m
(~p− e ~A/c)2 + V = (

~p2

2m
+ V )− e

2mc
( ~A · ~p+ ~p · ~A) +

e2

2mc2
~A · ~A, (3.19)

where ~A and φ are the vector and scalar potentials of the electromagnetic field and ~p the momentum

operator. Clearly the term, H0 = ~p2

2m + V , is the Hamiltonian without the external electromagnetic

field. The perturbation is

∆ = H −H0 = − e

2mc
( ~A · ~p+ ~p · ~A) +

e2

2mc2
~A · ~A. (3.20)

Here we need to apply an approximation: We ignore the quadratic term. This non-linear term

gives rise to non-linear processes, which is only relevant when a strong field is included. For the

linear term, the commutation relation gives ~A · ~p + ~p · ~A = 2 ~A · ~p + i~(∇ · ~A). Due the transverse

nature of the electromagnetic waves, the divergence of the vector potential is zero, ∇ · ~A = 0. The

perturbation term is thus simplified to

∆ = − e

mc
~A · ~p. (3.21)

The matrix element connecting the initial and final states (|Ψi〉 and |Ψf 〉) is

Mif = − e

mc
〈Ψf | ~A · ~p|Ψi〉. (3.22)
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Chapter 3. Experimentation

According to the Fermi’s golden rule (Eq. 3.18), a transition happens only when the photon energy

is exactly the same as the energy difference between the initial and final electronic states. These

transitions correspond to the peaks observed in the photoemission spectrum. As an example, I present

in Fig. 3.4 an overview spectrum measured on hBN/Ir(111) with Cs adsorption. The dominant peaks

observed are from transitions whose initial states are Ir 4f doublets (∼60 eV, labeled gray), B 1s

(∼190 eV, labeled green), N 1s (∼400 eV, labeled blue), and Cs 3d doublets (∼ 740 and 725 eV,

labeled red).

Figure 3.4: Photoemission spectrum measured on hBN/Ir(111) with Cs adsorption. hν = 900 eV.

Besides the characteristic photoemission peaks, some other features also appear in the photoe-

mission spectrum. The two most common ones are the increasing background toward higher binding

energy and the Auger peaks.

The increasing background is due to inelastic scattering. The Auger peaks originate from the

Auger process: When one electron is excited, it leaves behind an unoccupied state (a hole). A

second electron from a higher energy level would transit to this whole. The energy difference in this

transit is transfered to a third electron. If the energy transfered to the third electron is large enough,

this electron could also escape into the vacuum and get collected by the detector. One could easily

distinguish Auger peaks from photoemission peaks by adjusting the incident photon energy. The

kinetic energy of Auger electrons is constrained by the three energy levels involved in the process,

thus independent to the photon energy. While the energy of the photoemitted electron is clearly

dependent on the photon energy (Eq. 3.3). Moreover, the Auger peaks are generally broader than

the photoemission peaks, since the Auger process involves three energy levels.

Due to the large binding energy, x-ray is applied to detect core levels. For the k-dispersed

electronic bands, ultraviolet light beam is used. In addition to the same energy measurement of the

photoelectrons as XPS, in angular resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements,

the emission angle of the photoelectron, hence the momentum parallel to the sample surface is also

measured. Thanks to the momentum conservation, the parallel momentum of the photoelectrons is

the same as when its bound in the solid. In this way the k dispersions of the binding energies, i.e.

the electronic bands, are measured.
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3.4 XSW

The x-ray standing wave (XSW) technique uses the x-ray diffraction on single crystals to create a

standing wave field as the external field for photoemission. Tuning the standing wave field, photoe-

mission is modulated. By analyzing such modulation, information of the surface structure can be

extracted.

The basic theory of the photoemission process is introduced in the last section. In this section,

we calculate the standing wave field (vector potential ~A), and incorporate it in Eq. 3.22. Here we

only focus on the normal incident situation. This is the configuration applied in my measurements

and it simplifies the calculation.

The standing wave field is the interference of the incident and reflected field. Here we focus on

the electric field, since the interaction with electron is due to the electric part of the electromagnetic

field. For the normal incident XSW technique, the electric vector of both the incident and reflected

field is perpendicular to the sample surface, and in the same (or opposite) direction. Thus the total

field is
~E = ~E0e

i2π(ν0t− ~K0·~r) + ~EHe
i2π(νH t− ~KH ·~r). (3.23)

The first term is the complex incident electric field, and the second term reflection. The term ν is

the frequency of the wave, and ~K the propagation vector. We only consider elastic reflection, thus

ν0 = νH = ν, and | ~K0| = | ~KH |.
The reflectivity R is the ratio between the square of the reflected and incident field R = | ~EH |2/| ~E0|2.

A phase shift φ is between the incident and reflected field. In normal incidence, the electric vectors

of the incident and reflected field are in the same direction. Thus the reflected field is

(
√
R~E0e

iφ)ei2π(νt− ~KH ·~r) =
√
R~E0e

i2π(νt− ~KH ·~r)+iφ. (3.24)

We rewrite the total interference field as

~E = ~E0e
i2π(νt− ~K0·~r) +

√
R~E0e

i2π(νt− ~KH ·~r)+iφ = ~E0e
i2π(νt− ~K0·~r)(1 +

√
Rei(φ−2π ~H·~r)). (3.25)

Here I put in the difference between the propogation vectors ~H = ~KH − ~K0, which is also normal to

the surface. Therefore, the intensity of the interference field is

I = | ~E|2 = | ~E0|2|1 +
√
Rei(φ−2φ ~H·~r)|2 = | ~E0|2[1 + 2

√
R+
√
R cos(φ− 2π ~H · ~r)]. (3.26)

We can see in this equation the intensity of this interference field is periodic in the direction normal

to the sample surface. In the measurement, we choose the photon energy hν, so that the periodicity

dH = 1/| ~H| of the interference field matches with the lattice plane spacing of the single crystal

substrate d. Since | ~K0| = | ~KH | and both normal to the surface, we have ~H = ~KH − ~K0 = −2 ~K0.

Thus we can link the wavelength of the photon with the crystal lattice plane spacing:

d = dH =
1

| ~H|
=

1

2| ~K0|
=
λ

2
. (3.27)

This is the Bragg condition for (002) x-ray diffraction. From Eq. 3.27, we can calculate the photon

energy we need to create such a standing wave field:

Eb =
hc

λ
=
hc

2d
. (3.28)
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Till this point, I demonstrate that we can create a standing wave field on the sample surface

with the interference of incident beam and reflected beam, whose intensity is constant parallel to the

sample surface but changes periodically normal to the surface. Now we consider an adsorbed atom

on the surface. With such standing-wave field as external excitation, the photoemission intensity

strongly depends on the distance of the adsorbate to the surface, i.e. the adsorption height. The

atoms adsorb at the height of the nodes of the standing wave field have the weakest excitation,

thus emit the least photoelectrons. While the atoms sitting at the antinodes have the strongest

photoemission effect.

Now we can combine the external standing wave field for excitation (Eq. 3.25) and the photoe-

mission transition matrix element (Eq. 3.22), and calculate the photoemission intensity. We firstly

decompose the vector ~r into ~R and ~re. They are related as ~r = ~R+~re, where ~R is the position of the

nucleus the electron is bound to, and ~re the position of the electron relative to the nucleus. Inserting

it into Eq. 3.25, we obtain

~E = ~E0e
i2π(νt− ~K0·~R)e−i2π

~K0·~re(1 +
√
Rei(φ−2π ~H·~R)e−i2π

~H·~re). (3.29)

In the dipole approximation, we take the exponential term e−i2π ~K0·~re and e−i2π ~H·~re as 1. This

approximation is justified when ~K0 · ~re � 1 and ~H · ~re � 1, meaning the electron-nucleus distance is

much smaller than the wave length of the photon. This criteria holds true for the electronic orbitals

in interests in this study. For electrons in shallow orbitals, we can apply the non-dipole correction.

It is applied to all XSW analysis in this study, and the results do not change within resolution. For

details of non-dipole correction, readers can refer to literature [?]. With dipole approximation, the

electric field is simplified to

~E = ~E0e
i2πνte−i2π

~K0·~R(1 +
√
Rei(φ−2π ~H·~R)), (3.30)

which is no longer a function of position of the electron relative to the nucleus, but only of ~R, the

position of the nucleus. Thus we can move the electric field term out of the integral in Eq. 3.22:

Mif = − e

mc
~A · 〈Ψf |~p|Ψi〉. (3.31)

With the dipole approximation, we have separated the external electric field with the electronic

structure in the solid.

According to Fermi’s golden rule, the transition rate is proportional to |Mif |2, thus the photoe-

mission yield is proportional to | ~A|2, thus | ~E|2:

Y ∝ | ~A|2 ∝ | ~E|2 ∝ |1 +
√
Rei(φ−2π ~H·~R)|2 = 1 +R+ 2

√
R cos(φ− 2π ~H · ~R). (3.32)

Hence, the normalized intensity for an atom at ~R can be expressed as:

I = 1 +R+ 2
√
R cos(φ− 2π ~H · ~R). (3.33)

In practice, the measurement detects a certain area, including many adsorbed atoms of one certain

species. The total intensity is the sum over all these contributing atoms:

I =
N∑

j

Ij = N(1 +R) + 2
√
R

N∑

j

cos(φ− 2π ~H · ~Rj), (3.34)
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where the index j indicates the jth atom. Since we modulate the incident beam and detect the

change it creates in the intensity, we treat the intensity I as a function of the external field ( ~H).

It is clear that the summation over all cosine functions yields again a cosine function. However ~Rj

could vary for different atoms (different adsorption configuration). The resulting cosine function has

a reduced amplitude fH and an averaged phase PH , i.e.

I = N [1 +R+ 2
√
RfHcos(φ− 2πpH)]. (3.35)

Since ~H is perpendicular to the sample surface, and | ~H| = 1/d, the phase ~H · ~R is then the height

of the adsorbed atom at position ~R normalized to the crystal plane spacing d. Thus PH , the coherent

position, is the ”average” height of the adsorbed atoms normalized to the crystal plane spacing d.

The coherent fraction fH is a measure of height distribution of all the adsorbed atoms. For example,

if all the atoms sit at the same height, then ~H · ~Rj would give the same phase for every j, and fH

would be 1.

In practice, we modulate the energy of the incident light beam around the Bragg energy, thus

changing ~H, and monitor the change in the intensity. This I-| ~H| dependence allow us to fit the

data against Eq. 3.35, and obtain the coherent position PH and coherent fraction fH , thus obtaining

information about the structure of the adsorbed atoms.

It should be noticed that for two adsorbed atoms whose adsorption height difference is exact n ·d
(n being an integer), they are effectively at equal positions in the standing wave field, thus their

photoemission yield is the same. This means the actual adsorption height could miss the PH by

some periods of standing wave field:

h = d× (n+ PH), (3.36)

n being any integer, which clearly adds some uncertainty to the structural analysis.

3.5 Setups

Three set-ups were involved in this study, the CVD/PVD machine, VT-STM, and the I09 beamline

of Diamond Light Source. However, this chapter does not include a section for the home-built

CVD/PVD machine, since this thesis does not contain data obtained from it. This machine is

designed by the author and is dedicated to fast and convenient sample preparation.

For the preparation of the sample, the epitaxial growth of 2DMs requires a clean TM surface.

The characterization of the samples is very surface sensitive. Hence the sample preparations and

measurements are conducted in ultra high vacuum (UHV) environment in all three setups.

3.5.1 VT-STM

For STM measurement, a Scienta Omicron variable temperature STM (VT-STM) system is used.

This system includes four UHV chambers: preparation chamber, STM chamber, deposition chamber,

and fast entry lock (FEL) chamber (Fig. 3.5). The preparation chamber and STM chamber are

directly connected, and the base pressure is 1 × 10−10 mbar. Between preparation chamber and

FEL, between preparation chamber and deposition chamber, two manual gate valves are mounted to
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Figure 3.5: Isometric drawing of VT-STM set-up.

control the connection among these three chambers. The sample preparation and measurements in

this study do not involve the deposition chamber (7 × 10−10 mbar).

The preparation chamber is equipped with: (i) a sputtering gun for sample cleaning, (ii) a LEED

device for structural characterization of the sample surface, (iii) gas inlets for the growth of hBN

and graphene, (iv) a four-axes manipulator with an electron beam heating stage for the sample, (v)

a pyrometer for the remote temperature measurement of the sample.

A home-built alkali metal evaporator is mounted on the preparation chamber for alkali metal

deposition. The evaporator is loaded with three dispensers (Li, K, Cs, SAES). A direct current is

applied through the selected dispensers to deposit the selected alkali metal. The same evaporator is

also used in the Diamond Light Source for PE measurements.
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3.5.2 Diamond I09 beamline

The XPS and XSW measurements in this study are conducted in the I09 beamline at Diamond

Light Source, United Kingdom. This beamline is designed for high-resolution studies of atomic and

electronic structures of surfaces and interfaces. To apply both XPS and XSW techniques, two canted

undulators are used to provide both soft (100 - 2100 eV) and (2.1 - 20 keV) hard x-rays.

In the end station (Fig. 3.6, pressure < 2 × 10−10 mbar), the x-ray beam is led into the anal-

ysis chamber and illuminates the sample. A VG Scienta EW4000 hemispherical HAXPES electron

analyzer is equipped perpendicular to the incident beam. This analyzer is accompanied with a 17

frame/sec CCD camera having a 56◦ acceptance angle. The sample docks on a 5-axes manipulator.

For XSW measurements, the sample is placed normal to the incident x-ray beam, with the analyzer

at a grazing angle. For XPS measurements, the sample is rotated to two polar angles to fulfill the

emission-angle dependence measurements in Sec. 6.3 and Chap. 7.

Figure 3.6: Schematic drawing of the main end-station of I09 beamline.

Apart from the analysis chamber, two UHV chambers (SPC1 and SPC2) are connected to the

analysis chamber by gate valves for sample preparation. The data presented in this thesis only

involves the usage of SPC2. The sample is transfered between SPC2 and the analysis chamber by

a linear translator. SPC2 is equipped with the similar devices as the analysis chamber of VT-STM

(Sec. 3.5.1) for sample cleaning and preparation. This includes an electron beam heating stage, a

sputtering gun, a LEED, a pyrometer for sample temperature measurement and gas inlets. The alkali

metal evaporator is also mounted on SPC2.
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Chapter 4

Pristine epitaxial hBN/TM systems

In this chapter, I start with the discussion of the growth of hBN on Ru(0001) and Ir(111) (Sec.

4.1). Two epitaxial growth approaches are included: chemical vapor deposition (CVD) for full layer

growth, and temperature programmed growth (TPG) for sub-monolayer growth.

The high quality samples with full coverage (hBN/Ir(111) and hBN/Pt(111)) discussed in Sec.

4.1 are characterized with XPS and XSW measurements. I focus on the corrugation geometry of the

hBN layer. The measurement results and analysis are discussed in Sec. 4.2.

In Sec. 4.3, I briefly discuss the sequential growth of hBN and graphene on Ru(0001) and Ir(111).

I focus on the influence of the in-plane epitaxy between the two 2DMs on the alignment of the 2DMs

to the substrates.

4.1 Epitaxial growth of hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111)

High-quality 2DM can be grown by epitaxial methods on the high-symmetry surfaces of TMs. The

first epitaxial growth method I apply is CVD: the TM substrate is heated to high temperature in the

atmosphere of the precursor. For hBN growth, the aromatic compound, borazine (B3N3H6), is used

as the precursor. The six-atom ring structure of the borazine molecule is presented in Fig. 4.1a.

The CVD process includes three steps: (i) the adsorption of borazine on TM surface. (ii) the

decomposition of the borazine molecules. (iii) the diffusion and aggregation of the radicals, forming

a continuous layer of hBN sheet. These three steps in the CVD process are illustrated in Fig. 4.1b.

For the whole process, the TM substrate is kept at high temperature (Fig. 4.1c), which facilitates the

dehydrogenation of the borazine molecules. Once the substrate surface is fully covered with hBN, the

borazine precursor is separated from the TM surface, effectively terminating the dehydrogenation,

thus preventing the growth of the second layer.

In step (iii), the molecular fragment migrates on the surface. When it encounters the edge of a

hBN flake, it connects to the flake, in various possible configurations. The most energetically favored

aggregation configuration leads to the continuous and ordered growth of the hBN sheet. Here the

high temperature plays a vital role, selecting the best agglomeration configuration. With relatively

low temperature, other agglomeration configurations occur, rendering various defects in the hBN

layer.
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4.1. Epitaxial growth of hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111)

Figure 4.1: (a) Atomic structure of borazine (B3N3H6). (b) Schematic illustration of the CVD

process, modified from Ref. [53]. The chronological relation of the temperature and precursor

pressure regulation in (c) the CVD process, and (d) the TPG process.

As an example, Fig. 4.2a and b present the STM images of the Ru(0001) surface after 20 minutes

of 800 ◦C CVD growth. The obvious periodic network structure is the moiré pattern between the hBN

layer and the Ru(0001) substrate. The periodic distance between the dark regions of the network is

approximately 2.5 nm. It is in good agreement with the previously reported value [54]. As described

in Sec. 2.2.2, the dark areas in the STM images are the valley regions of the moiré unit cell. In the

valley regions, the hBN layer is closer to the Ru(0001) substrate, and the hBN-substrate interaction

is strong. In contrast, the continuous bright areas in the STM images are the hill regions, where the

hBN-Ru(0001) distance is large and the interaction weak.

One inevitably notices that the moiré pattern of the 800 ◦C-CVD sample is not perfectly periodic.

A lot of defects are present in the STM images. Some are individual enlarged and misshaped dark

regions. Some are connected dark regions without bright regions in between. It is worth mentioning

that most of the defects appear as extra dark areas (valleys). The extra valley regions originate from

the less preferred agglomeration configurations in the previously mentioned step (iii) of the CVD

process: the energy loss in breaking the continuous hBN lattice is partially paid off by the extra

hBN-Ru(0001) binding in the extra valley regions.

When I increase the CVD temperature, the density of the defects decreases. Fig. 4.2c and d

present the STM images of the Ru(0001) surface after 20 minutes of 950 ◦C CVD growth. Despite

the occasional extra dark regions, the degree of ordering is much higher than on the 800 ◦C CVD

grown sample. To achieve a convincing comparison, the borazine pressure is both kept at 1 × 10−7
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Chapter 4. Pristine epitaxial hBN/TM systems

Figure 4.2: STM images of hBN/Ru(0001) prepared by CVD method. (a) 800 ◦C-CVD sample, Ub =

−1.0 V, Itunneling = 100 pA, 250× 125 nm2. (b) 800 ◦C-CVD sample, Ub = −1.5 V, Itunneling = 100

pA, 100× 100 nm2. (c) 950 ◦C-CVD sample, Ub = −1.5 V, Itunneling = 100 pA, 200× 100 nm2. (d)

950 ◦C-CVD sample, Ub = −2.4 V, Itunneling = 20 pA, 40 × 40 nm2. (e) Apparent height along the

dashed line in Fig. 4.2d.

mbar for both 800 ◦C and 950 ◦C CVD growth.

Fig. 4.2e presents the apparent height along the dashed line in Fig. 4.2d. The dashed line crosses

some hill regions (indicated by the red and green dashed lines) and valley regions (indicated by the

blue dashed line). The corrugation of the apparent height is approximately 2 Å. I also notice a slight

difference in the apparent height in the two kinds of hill regions (H1 and H2 in Fig. 4.2e) originating

from the different adsorption geometries (Sec. 2.2.2).

Fig. 4.3a presents the STM image of the 950 ◦C-CVD grown hBN/Ru(0001) with atomic reso-

lution. The direction of the atomic rows is indicated by the blue dashed lines. The direction of the

moiré is indicated by the green dashed lines. There is a small angle between the two directions. This

angle originates from the local misalignment between the atomic lattice of the hBN layer and the

Ru(0001) substrate.

The Fourier transformation (FT) of Fig. 4.3a is presented in Fig. 4.3b. The bright spot in

the white circle originates from the atomic lattice of hBN in the reciprocal space. The satellite

spots surrounding it originate from the moiré pattern. The vertical lines are artifacts possibly from

external noise. Here I can also observe the misalignment between the moiré pattern and the hBN

atomic lattice (blue and green dashed lines). However, the LEED pattern obtained on this very

sample (Fig. 4.3c) reveals a good alignment between the hBN layer and Ru(0001) substrate: the

dashed line goes across all the hBN spots and moiré satellite spots.

Combining the macroscopic characterization by LEED and the microscopic characterization by

STM, 950 ◦C-CVD growth yields overall aligned hBN on Ru(0001). Yet in some areas of the sample,

there are some rotational hBN domains with small misalignment angle. This local misalignment is

testified by the line defects in the large-scale STM images (Fig. 4.2c and d). This tendency to yield

microscopic misaligned domains indicates a rather weak interaction between hBN and the Ru(0001)
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4.1. Epitaxial growth of hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111)

Figure 4.3: (a) Atomically resolved STM image of hBN/Ru(0001). 10 × 10 nm2, Ub = 1.0 mV,

Itunneling = 3.0 nA. (b) FT of (a). (c) LEED image measured on the 950 ◦C-CVD sample. The blue

and green dashed lines in (a) and (b) indicate the directions of the atomic lattice and the moiré

pattern. The black line in (c) goes across the (10) and (10) spots of hBN reciprocal lattice.

substrate. The growth of hBN/Ru(0001) with higher quality has been reported [55]: a lower borazine

pressure is required, which results in a very long growth time (over 100 minutes) to achieve full layer

coverage.

As comparison, I also study the preparation of hBN/Ir(111). The growth of the epitaxial hBN

layer with good alignment to the Ir(111) substrate is much easier than on Ru(0001).

Fig. 4.4a presents a large scale STM image on Ir(111) after 20 minutes of 930 ◦C-CVD growth,

I observe periodic arrays of bright protrusions. The distance between the neighboring bright protru-

sions is approximately 3.0 nm, which agrees with previously reported moiré periodicity [23]. The very

high degree of ordering observed on hBN/Ir(111) is a sharp contrast to the relatively high density of

defects present on hBN/Ru(0001) (Fig. 4.2). The borazine pressure used to prepare both samples

are the same (1× 10−7 mbar), and the substrate temperature is even slightly lower for hBN/Ir(111).

The inset of Fig. 4.4a presents the LEED pattern measured on hBN/Ir(111). A very pronounced

moiré pattern with good alignment is present. Fig. 4.4b presents one STM image with atomic resolu-

tion. The red dashed line in the image indicates the direction of the atomic rows. The green dashed

line indicates the direction of the moiré superlattice. They are parallel to each other, indicating the

good alignment between the hBN layer and the Ir(111) substrate.

Another route for epitaxial growth of hBN on TM surface is temperature programmed growth.
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Chapter 4. Pristine epitaxial hBN/TM systems

Figure 4.4: STM images of hBN/Ir(111). (a) 200 × 150 nm2, Ub = 2.4 V, Itunneling = 80 pA. Same

as Fig. 2.4. (b) 8× 8 nm2, Ub = 7.2 mV, Itunneling = 3.1 nA.

In this method, the TM substrate is first exposed to the precursor at room temperature (or even

lower temperature). After saturated adsorption, it is quickly heated to high temperature. Fig.

4.1d illustrates the chronological relation between the precursor dosage and the application of high

temperature in the TPG process. For graphene growth on Ir(111), TPG method proves to be an

easier approach to produce a high-quality graphene layer than the CVD method [56].

One cycle of TPG growth normally yields sub-monolayer coverage of the 2DMs. This is mainly

due to the larger size of the precursor molecules than the dehydrogenated radicals. For example, one

TPG cycle with ethylene results in an approximately 22% areal coverage of graphene on Ir(111) [56].

In Fig. 4.5, I present the STM images of the Ru(0001) surface after one TPG cycle. Two different

temperatures were applied in the heating step, 630 ◦C (Fig. 4.5a) and 1000 ◦C (Fig. 4.5b and c).

On both samples, hBN forms islands. In Fig. 4.5a, there exist networks of bright areas on the hBN

islands, separating dark regions. Due to the small size of the islands (less than 10 nm), the bright

networks are not extended. On the 1000 ◦C-TPG sample, the islands are quite large. In the zoom-in

image (Fig. 4.5c), I can observe the extended moiré pattern on the hBN islands. The areal coverage

of both 630 ◦C- and 1000 ◦C-TPG samples is approximately 60%.

For comparison, I also prepare hBN on Ir(111) by TPG method. Fig. 4.6 presents the STM images

of Ir(111) surface after one TPG cycle with different heating temperature (730 ◦C Fig. 4.6a, 930 ◦C

Fig. 4.6b, 1030 ◦C Fig. 4.6c). The morphology of the sub-monolayer hBN is very different from

that on Ru(0001). On Ir(111), hBN forms percolated networks. With increasing TPG temperature,

the degree of ordering of the resulting hBN layer gradually increases. On the 730 ◦C-TPG sample

(Fig. 4.6a), on can hardly observe the ordered moiré pattern. The hBN layer forms disordered and
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4.1. Epitaxial growth of hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111)

Figure 4.5: STM images of TPG grown sub-monolayer hBN/Ru(0001). (a) TPG temperature 630 ◦C,

250× 150 nm2, Ub = −1.0 V, Itunneling = 100 pA. (b) TPG temperature 1000 ◦C, 1200× 1200 nm2,

Ub = −2.4 V, Itunneling = 20 pA. (c) TPG temperature 1000 ◦C, 200 × 120 nm2, Ub = −2.4 V,

Itunneling = 20 pA.

interconnecting wires, leaving a lot of small holes, i.e. uncovered areas of bare Ir(111). On the

1030 ◦C-TPG sample (Fig. 4.6c), the number of the holes decreases, while their sizes increase. The

degree of ordering in the hBN/Ir(111) area significantly increases with elevated TPG temperature:

The moiré pattern is visible. This observed evolution of the hBN/Ir(111) morphology is in agreement

with the previous STM investigation [26].

Figure 4.6: STM images of TPG grown sub-monolayer hBN/Ir(111). (a) TPG temperature 730 ◦C,

40× 40 nm2, Ub = −1.8 V, Itunneling = 250 pA. (b) TPG temperature 930 ◦C, 50× 50 nm2, Ub = 2.0

V, Itunneling = 400 pA. (c) TPG temperature 1030 ◦C, 70 × 45 nm2, Ub = −1.8 V, Itunneling = 600

pA.
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Chapter 4. Pristine epitaxial hBN/TM systems

Comparing hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111) by TPG preparation, one notices the difference of

their sub-monolayer morphology. HBN grows into discrete islands on Ru(0001). On Ir(111), it forms

a percolated network, same as the morphology reported in Ref. [26]. The critical difference between

the two morphologies is the length of the edges. The island morphology has much shorter edges than

the network morphology, i.e. less N/B atoms in the hBN layer bond to the TM substrate. Thus

the difference in the sub-monolayer morphology indicates that the binding energy of the hBN edge

is larger on Ir(111) than on Ru(0001).

It is worth mentioning that the areal coverage of hBN/Ir(111) after one TPG cycle is also 60 %

[26]. Assuming no loss of N/B atoms in the TPG process, the similar areal coverage suggests a

similar adsorption structure of borazine on Ru(0001) and Ir(111). However, previous photoemission

study [53] suggests a planar adsorption geometry of borazine on Ir(111). Vibrational spectroscopy

measurements [57, 58] indicates that the borazine molecule partly dehydrogenates and adsorbs on

Ru(0001) with the six-atom ring vertical to the substrate. The disagreement between my observa-

tion and the literature demands further study of the adsorption geometry of borazine molecules on

Ru(0001) and Ir(111). Yet it is not within the scope of this thesis.

4.2 PE characterization of hBN/Pt(111) and hBN/Ir(111)

In the last section, I described the LEED and STM study of the epitaxial growth of hBN on two

different TM substrates, Pt(111) and Ir(111). I establish the important role played by the hBN-TM

interaction in the growth process. This interaction is mainly electronic. In this section, I discuss

my investigation with PE measurements (XPS and XSW) to explore the electronic properties of

hBN/Pt(111) and hBN/Ir(111).

Figure 4.7: (a) N 1s spectra measured on hBN/Pt(111) and hBN/Ir(111) with 600 eV photon energy.

(b) B 1s spectra measured on hBN/Pt(111) and hBN/Ir(111) with 400 eV photon energy. XSW data

(circles) and fitting lines on (c) hBN/Pt(111) and (d) hBN/Ir(111). N 1s (blue), B 1s (green).
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4.2. PE characterization of hBN/Pt(111) and hBN/Ir(111)

Fig. 4.7a presents the N 1s spectra measured on hBN/Pt(111) and hBN/Ir(111). Comparing

between both samples, the position of the peak is higher in BE on hBN/Ir(111). The width of the

peak is slightly larger. The same features are also observed in the B 1s spectra. The positions and

widths of the N 1s and B 1s peaks are listed in Tab. 4.1.

Position FWHM PH fH

hBN/Ir(111)
N 1s 397.55 0.82 0.78 0.30

B 1s 189.91 0.85 0.74 0.30

hBN/Pt(111)
N 1s 397.35 0.81 0.50 0.48

B 1s 189.72 0.84 0.51 0.53

Table 4.1: Parameters obtained from XPS and XSW measurements on hBN/Ir(111) and

hBN/Pt(111): position and width of N 1s and B 1s peaks, coherent position and coherent frac-

tion.

I conduct XSW measurements for the N 1s and B 1s signals on the two samples: the intensities

of the peaks are monitored when modulating the photon energy around Bragg energy (Eb). The

measurement results are displayed in Fig. 4.7c and d (circles). Eq. 3.36 is used to fit the measured

intensity-energy dependence (lines in Fig. 4.7c and d) as described by Vartanyants et al. to yield the

coherent position PH and coherent fraction fH [59]. The optimized PH and fH are listed in Tab.

4.1. The measurement results on hBN/Ir(111) agrees with the results reported in Ref. [26].

The coherent fraction fH is a measure of the height distribution of the measured elemental species.

A value of 1 indicates a uniform adsorption height for all the atoms. The larger fH measured on

hBN/Pt(111) than on hBN/Ir(111) reveals that the hBN layer is flatter on Pt(111) than on Ir(111).

Ref. [55] reported a NEXAFS study which reveals a very flat hBN layer on Pt(111). For

hBN/Ir(111), the N 1s (B 1s) peak can be decomposed into two components originating from the

valleys and hills in the moiré pattern. XSW analysis is then made for both components and reveals

the adsorption height of 3.72 Å for the hills and 2.20 Å for the valleys (for details, see Ref. [26]).

These reported corrugation geometry of hBN sheet on Ir(11) and Pt(111) agrees with my conclusion

based on the fH values.

The same double-components analysis is applied on the PE data of hBN/Pt(111). The resulting

coherent positions for the two components turn out to be very similar (e.g. N 1s: 0.50 and 0.53),

which again suggests the flatness of the hBN layer. Using Eq. 3.36, I obtain the average adsorption

height of hBN on Pt(111) is 3.41 Å. My conclusion of the flatness of the hBN layer on Pt(111)

contradicts the 2.0 Å corrugation of the apparent height by the STM measurements (Fig. 4.2e).

Since height regulation in STM measurements is sensitive to the local density of states. I attribute

the large corrugation appearing in the apparent height to the electronic effect, rather than the actual

geometric corrugation.
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4.3 In-plane hetero-structure: 2d epitaxy

In this section, I briefly discuss the sequential growth of hBN and graphene on TM surfaces to form an

in-plane hetero-structure, hBN-gr. The isostructure of graphene and hBN, and the very small lattice

mismatch enables them to form a continuous sheet. In this thesis, I do not discuss the continuous

atomic lattice across hBN and graphene, but rather the influence of the existing hBN flakes on the

growth of graphene.

In Sec. 4.1, I demonstrated that the 2DM-substrate interaction has a strong effect on the quality

of the 2DM. Epitaxial systems with weak 2DM-substrate interaction are prone to have rotational

domains of the 2DM. DFT calculation reveals a very weak interaction between graphene and Ru(0001)

[60]. The growth of an extended and aligned graphene layer on Ru(0001) has proven to be very

difficult. To the best of my knowledge, no report of a successful growth has been reported so far.

LEED and STM measurements reveal, besides the aligned domains of graphene on Ru(0001), the

19◦ and 30◦ rotational domains are also very easy to form [60].

Figure 4.8: (a) STM image of gr/Ru(0001), 100 × 100 nm2, Ub = 1.0 V, Itunneling = 200 pA. (b) FT

of Fig. 4.8a. (c) LEED pattern measured on gr/Ru(0001). (d) and (e) LEED patterns measured on

hBN-gr/Ru(0001). In (e), the sample is rotated to move the zeroth order spots off the shadow of the

electron gun. Electron beam energy: (c) and (d) 70 eV, (e) 44 eV.

Fig. 4.8a presents an STM image of graphene grown on Ru(0001) with the CVD method.

Ru(0001) is annealed at 800 ◦C with the precursor (ethylene, C2H4) pressure of 2 × 10−8 mbar.

An extended and continuous moiré pattern is absent. I observe a lot of small graphene domains

containing only a few moiré unit cells. Fig. 4.8b displays the Fourier transformation of Fig. 4.8a.

The six spots originated from the moiré periodicity reformulate into six arc, smearing around the

(0,0) spot. These six arcs indicate the existence of the misaligned graphene domains.
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4.3. In-plane hetero-structure: 2d epitaxy

The LEED pattern measured on this gr/Ru(0001) sample displays the same small arcs: the

diffraction spots from graphene are elongated around the Ru(0001) spots (Fig. 4.8c). The sets of

satellite spots from the moiré pattern are not extended. The second-order spots are barely visible,

indicating the small size of the graphene domains.

In Sec. 4.1, I demonstrated the growth of hBN/Ru(0001) with good alignment. To prepare the

in-plane hetero-structure of hBN and graphene, I use a two-step CVD process: (i) I firstly grow

sub-monolayer of hBN on Ru(0001) by 10 minutes of CVD. The borazine pressure is set to 1× 10−8

mbar to guarantee high quality of the hBN flakes. The Ru(0001) substrate is set to 800 ◦C. (ii) I

continue the CVD process but change the precursor to ethylene (2 × 10−8) to cover the Ru(0001)

with graphene.

Fig. 4.8d and e present the LEED pattern measured on the two-step CVD growth sample.

Compared with Fig. 4.8c, the diffraction spots from the 2DMs are much sharper and the arc-like

feature disappears. The moiré pattern becomes more pronounced and extended. These observations

indicate an increased degree of ordering on the hBN-gr/Ru(0001) sample than gr/Ru(0001).

A similar increased quality of graphene is observed on Ir(111). CVD grown gr/Ir(111) (930 ◦C,

5 × 10−8 mbar, 20 minutes) contains misaligned domains, indicated by the diffraction spots from

graphene elongated around the Ir(111) spots (Fig. 4.9a). A two-step preparation similar to the case

with Ru(0001) substrate is commissioned for hBN-gr/Ir(111). After the first step of sub-monolayer

growth of hBN (930 ◦C, 2× 10−8 mbar, 5 minutes). The diffraction spots from hBN is not elongated

(Fig. 4.9b). The absence of the satellite spots indicates the small size of the hBN flakes. Another

CVD step for graphene growth (930 ◦C, 5 × 10−8 mbar, 20 minutes), which is the same as the

gr/Ir(111) growth, leads to the hetero-structure of hBN-gr on Ir(111). The LEED pattern indicates

a good alignment between the 2DMs and Ir(111) (Fig. 4.9c).

Figure 4.9: LEED patterns measured on 800 ◦C-CVD grown (a) gr/Ir(111), (b) sub-monolayer

hBN/Ir(111), and (c) hBN-gr/Ir(111). Electron beam energy 72 eV.

For both substrates, given that the second CVD step for hBN-gr is the same as the preparation

of the pure graphene sample, the increased quality of graphene is thus induced by the hBN flakes

grown in first CVD step. In the adsorption-decomposition-diffusion/aggregation model of the CVD

growth, when a molecular radical diffuses and encounters an existing 2DM flake, it joins the flake at

the edge, leading to the growth of the flake. In the second CVD step for hBN-gr I discuss here, the C
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Chapter 4. Pristine epitaxial hBN/TM systems

containing radicals diffuse to join the existing hBN flakes. Since the hBN flakes are well-oriented on

the TM substrate, the sequential growth of graphene will also align with the substrate. The in-plane

epitaxy provides another driving force for the alignment of graphene in addition to the interaction

to the substrate.
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Chapter 5

Adsorption of small B/N containing

molecules on TM surfaces

Contradictions on the geometric structure of epitaxial hBN from different charachterization methods

can be found in many reports on the corrugation geometry of 2DM/TM systems. Such contradictions

originate from some delicate obstacles in the investigations of the precise corrugation of these epitaxial

systems for both experimental and theoretical approaches.

For experimental approaches, I discuss here only some characterization methods, which are cate-

gorized into two types: local measurements by SPM, and PE-based averaging measurements (XPS,

XSW, PHD). Widely used SPM methods measure the height of the sample by following a contour of

a specific response (tunneling current for STM, and oscillation frequency for nc-AFM) with a height

adjustable tip. In brief, SPMs do not measure the height directly, hence the term apparent height.

Instead, the electronic structure plays a vital role. However, the electronic structure itself is spatially

modulated within the moiré unit cells.

For STM, the electronic structure (LDOS) of the epitaxial system plays a vital role for the

height measurement. It has been shown that the contrast of the apparent heights of the valley

and hill regions of hBN/TM can flip when using different tunneling parameters (hBN/Ir(111) [23],

hBN/Rh(111) [24]). For AFM, local electronic structure can also induce the apparent height contrast

inversion [25]. This contrast inversion is due to the different shapes of the force-distance-curve in the

valley and hill region of the moiré unit cell.

The PE-based averaging methods collect signals from a micrometer scale area on the sample,

which contains a very large amount of atoms. Thus the reliable measurement demands a high

quality sample with ignorable defect concentration (including misaligned domains). For substrates

interacting strongly with 2DM, such high quality samples are achievable by an optimized growth

process. But for substrates, such as Cu(111), which interact very weakly with hBN, it is not an easy

task to prepare a hBN layer with high quality. Rotational domains emerge [61]. To the best of the

writer’s knowledge, single orientation hBN/Cu(111) preparation has not been reported so far. Even

for high quality 2DM layers, dividing C 1s (or N 1s and B 1s) signal(s) into individual peaks could be

difficult: More than 100 C (or N/B) atoms are in one moiré unit cell. Their properties (i.e. binding

energy) change gradually from hill to valley region. Categorizing all of them into a few components
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can be a very rough approximation.

As for the theoretical approach, i.e. DFT calculation, a finite supercell is used: (m×m) atomic

unit cells of the 2DM on (n × n) atomic unit cells of TM surface. The lattice mismatch leads to

questions on commensurability: whether the 2DM/TM system is commensurate, and when it is

commensurate, the correct choice of m and n. As can be imagined, the difference between m0-n0

and (m0 + 1)-(n0 + 1) is quite small when m and n are larger than 10. Thus the determination of

m-n is quite tricky. For example, there has been some debate for hBN/Ir(111) (11-12 vs 12-13) and

hBN/Ru(0001) (12-13 [62, 63, 64] vs 13-14 [65]) systems. This small dimensional difference in the

plane parallel to the substrate surface could lead to large difference in the corrugation geometry.

In literature, there exists an ambiguity when the 2DM-TM interaction is discussed. It is commonly

accepted that Ru(0001) interacts strongly with graphene and hBN. Pt(111) and Cu(111) interact

weakly. While Ir(111) lies in the middle of the spectrum. This judgment of the interaction strength is

generally based on macroscopic properties of 2DM/TM systems. For example, the common emergence

of rotational domains (gr/Pt(111), hBN/Cu(111) [61]) is a symbol for weak interaction. The clear

modification of the 2DM’s band structure means strong interaction (hBN/Ru(0001) [28]).

However, this description of the interaction strength is first of all only qualitative. Moreover,

it is only a macroscopic description, which ignores the corrugation nature of the 2DM sheet. The

corrugation geometry is the result of the interplay between two important factors: the lattice mis-

match and the local interaction between 2DM and the underlying TM substrate. Assuming two

substrates with the local interaction of the same strength, the substrate with smaller lattice mismatch

to 2DM would have more atoms effectively bonded to the 2DM. This 2DM/TM system would thus

display a stronger average 2DM-TM interaction in macroscopic measurements. On the other hand,

on a TM substrate which has no lattice mismatch with the 2DM (m = n = 1) and also interacts

weakly with the 2DM, the 2DM layer would always have a good alignment to the substrate. This

2DM/TM system would thus macroscopically present a strong 2DM-TM interaction.

I hereby propose a method to address part of the problems of studying the corrugation geometry

of hBN/TM systems. The idea is to use small molecules to mimic hBN locally. In this way, one of the

two contributing factors is avoided, i.e. lattice mismatch, and I only focus on the local interaction.

In the first section of this chapter, I calculate the adsorption of some small molecules (molecular

radicals) on Ir(111), and compare them with the valley regions of hBN/Ir(111). The height of hBN

in the valley regions (hV) is used as a standard to select the molecules with similar adsorption height.

For hV , I use the value 2.20 Å obtained from XSW measurements [26]. DFT calculation of a moiré

unit cell containing (12 × 12)-hBN on (11 × 11)-Ir(111) yields similar values (B 2.13 Å, N 2.27 Å

[26]).

The second section focuses on the selected molecules, and calculates their adsorption on the

different TM substrates. I firstly compare the results with the hBN’s heights in the valley regions on

these TM substrates. Then the adsorption energy is used as a measure of the interaction strength

and the hBN-TM interaction is compared among different substrates.

The theoretical calculation is done within the scheme of DFT. This ab-initio method simpli-

fies a N-electron problem to a single-electron problem by replacing the troubling electron-electron

interaction with an effective pseudo-potential. To achieve this simplification, the electron density
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Chapter 5. Adsorption of small B/N containing molecules on TM surfaces

distribution rather than the multi-electron wave-function is used as the basic variable. The validity

of using the electron density is supported by the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [66].

The DFT calculations are performed with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof GGA functional [6] using

the ABINIT code [7, 8]. The cutoff energy and the k-space Monkhorst-Pack grid are chosen after

convergence calculations for each systems. For the adsorption of smaller molecules (B, N, BH, NH3,

BN3, NB3), a 2 × 2 unit cell of TM substrate including only one layer of TM atoms is used (Fig.

5.1). For the adsorption of B3N3 and borazine molecules, a larger unit cell (3 × 3, Fig. 5.2) is used.

The height of the unit cells are chosen as 10 Å to have enough vacuum space above the adsorbed

molecules.

I also calculate the adsorption energies of these six molecules. Firstly, the energy of the free

molecule Emol, and the energy of Ir(111) substrate EIr are calculated. Then I calculate the energy

of the adsoprtion system Emol/Ir. The adsorption energy is calculated as the as:

Ead = Emol + EIr − Emol/Ir. (5.1)

The calculations are performed on the high-performance cluster of University of Siegen.

5.1 The adsorption of B, N, BH, NH3, BN3, NB3, B3N3, and bo-

razine on Ir(111)

To simulate hBN locally in the valley region of the moiré unit cell, the smallest test molecules are

obviously B and N atoms. The calculation reveals different adsorption sites for B and N: B adsorbs

in the hollow sites of the Ir(111) surface, while N adsorbs directly on top of one Ir atom (Fig. 5.1a

and b). These adsorption sites agree with the positions of the B and N atoms in the valley regions

of hBN/Ir(111) moiré unit cell [26]. However, the adsorption height is 1.19 Å for atomic B, and 1.67

Å for atomic N. They are much lower than hV. The adsorption energy is quite large for both atoms:

7.43 eV for B, and 7.58 eV for N.

The much lower adsorption heights than hV originate from the isolated nature of atomic B and

N. In hBN, each N/B atom forms three 3 σ-bonds to the neighboring B/N atoms. To simulate this

bonding configuration, the adsorption of BH3 and NH3 are calculated.

The calculation reveals that BH3 is not stable when adsorbed on Ir(111). It dehydrogenates. The

adsorption of BH is calculated instead. The adsorption geometry is presented in Fig. 5.1c. The B

atom still locates at the hollow site. The H atom sits on top of B, i.e. the H-B bond is perpendicular

to the Ir(111) substrate. The adsorption height of B is 1.42 Å, slightly higher than the atomic B, yet

still much lower than hV.

The adsorption geometry of NH3 is presented in Fig. 5.1d. The N atom sits directly on top of

one Ir atom. The three N-H bonds expand towards the three nearest Ir atoms in plane, and upwards

in the normal direction. Comparing with the structure of isolated NH3, it is clear that the lone pair

of electrons of the N atom forms a bond with the Ir atom below N. The height of the H atoms is 2.33

Å. The height of the N atom is 2.02 Å, which is similar to hV. Previous DFT calculations [67] using

more than one layer of Ir atoms as the substrate yields a higher adsorption height for NH3 (2.15 Å),
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Figure 5.1: Adsorption geometries of (a) atomic B, (b) atomic N, (c) BH, (d) NH3, (e) BN3, and (f)

NB3 on Ir(111). Each subfigure presents the side view of the adsorption geometry in the top panel,

and top view in the bottom panel.

which is even closer to hV. Hence the ammonia molecule is a good candidate to simulate hBN in the

valley regions of the moiré unit cell.

A previous ARPES measurement showed that the hollow site of Ir(111) is favored for saturated 1×
1 adsorption of ammonia. However, previous DFT calculations agrees with my calculated adsorption

geometry [67, 68]. The 2× 2 unit cell corresponds to a 25% coverage. The different coverages might

be the cause for such difference to the measurement results. Another point worth mentioning is that

the directions of the three σ-bonds formed by the N atoms in NH3 are towards the three nearest Ir

atoms in plane. However, the three σ-bonds on N atom in the valley regions of hBN/Ir(111) moiré

unit cells points to the neighboring hollow sites.

In the NH3 molecule, the N atom is bonded with three H atoms, while in hBN, three B atoms.

To achieve the same bonding configuration of the B/N atoms, I also calculate the adsorption of BN3

and NB3 on Ir(111). The adsorption geometries are presented in Fig. 5.1e and f. For BN3, the B

atom locates at the hollow site. The three N atoms are nearly on top of the three nearest Ir atoms.

They are slightly shifted towards the B atoms in the center. The heights of the B and N atoms are

almost the same (N: 1.89 Å, B: 1.82 Å). Compared with the adsorption height of NH3, they are not

close to hV. Hence they BN3 does not mimic hBN in the valley regions.
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Chapter 5. Adsorption of small B/N containing molecules on TM surfaces

For NB3, the N atom sits directly on top of one Ir atom at the center, and the three B atoms

sit at the neighboring hollow sites. The adsorption height of the N atom (2.05 Å) is close to hV.

However, the B atoms are very close to the Ir(111) substrate (1.35 Å).

The adsorption heights of the B/N atoms in the six molecules (excluding BH3) are summarized

in Tab. 5.1. Comparing among these six molecules, I found that the intrinsic adsorption site for B

atom is the hollow site. This results in a very low adsorption height. For N atom, it adsorbs directly

on top of one Ir atom, and the adsorption height is much higher than B. Hence when a molecule

contains a B-N pair, the N atom drags the B atom away from the Ir(111) substrate, since the N-B

bond length is shorter than the distance between the nearest adsorption positions of N and B. Taking

hV as a reference for the adsorption height, NH3 turns out to be the best candidate to simulate hBN

in the valley regions of the moiré unit cell.

B BH BN3 N NH3 NB3 B3N3 borazine

Height (Å) 1.19 1.42 1.89/1.82 1.66 2.02 1.35/2.02 1.69/1.97 2.07/2.02

Energy (eV) 7.43 7.22 5.02 7.58 1.24 4.68 4.53 1.45

Table 5.1: Adsorption heights and adsorption energies of B, BH, BN3, N, NH3, NB3, B3N3, B3N3H6.

For molecules containing both B and N atoms, the first/second value is for the adsorption height of

the B/N atom(s).

The adsorption energies of the six molecules are listed in Tab. 5.1. Apart of NH3, all other

molecules contains atoms with unpaired electrons which leads to extra bonding to the Ir(111) sub-

strate. Hence the adsorption energies of these five molecules are much larger than NH3. The full-shell

structure of all the atoms in NH3/Ir(111) is another support for NH3 to be the best candidate to

simulate hBN in the valley regions of the moiré unit cell.

Additional to the six small molecules, I also calculate the adsorption of borazine and its dehy-

drogenated compound B3N3 on Ir(111). A (3× 3) Ir(111) unit cell is used to exclude inter-molecular

interaction. The adsorption geometries are presented in Fig. 5.2a and b. The positions of N/B

atoms are very similar to those in the valley regions of hBN/Ir(111). For the borazine molecule, the

six H atoms bend away from the Ir(111) substrate. The heights of the N and B atoms are quite

similar, rendering a rather flat ring parallel to the substrate. For B3N3, it does not sustain the flat

ring geometry. Due to the unpaired electrons, the B atoms sink deeper into the hollow sites to gain

additional binding to the substrate. This additional binding gives rise to the larger adsorption energy

than borazine. In the valley regions of hBN/Ir(111), the six-atom ring is rather flat, i.e. the N and B

atoms are at a similar height (N 2.22 Å, B 2.17 Å [26]), which resembles the geometry of the borazine

molecule.

Summarizing, using hV as the standard for the adsorption height, I find that among all the

molecules I investigated, the ammonia and borazine molecules resemble the valleys of hBN/Ir(111)

most.
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Figure 5.2: Adsorption geometries of (a) B3N3 and (b) borazine, (B3N3H6) on Ir(111) in a single

layer 3 × 3 unit cell. Each subfigure presents the side view in the top panel, and top view in the

bottom panel.

5.2 Ammonia and borazine adsorption on Ni(111), Pt(111), Ir(111),

and Ru(0001)

In the last section, I have calculated the adsorption of many small molecules on hBN/Ir(111). And

the ammonia and borazine molecules turn out to be the best candidates to simulate the valleys of

hBN/Ir(111). In this section, I calculate the adsorption of these two molecules on different TM

substrates.

For the NH3 molecule, the adsorption is calculated on four different TM substrates: Ni(111),

Ru(0001), Ir(111), and Pt(111). The adsorption geometry is very similar on these four substrates

(see Fig. 5.1d): The adsorption heights on these four substrates are very similar. The orientation

of the NH3 molecule with respect to the four substrates is also the same. The adsorption height

and energy on different substrates are listed in Tab. 5.2. I firstly compare the calculated adsorption

height of ammonia with the height of the valley regions of the hBN/Ni(111), hBN/Ru(0001), and

hBN/Pt(111). I exclude the Ir(111) substrate since it is already discussed in the last section.

Ni(111) Ru(0001) Ir(111) Pt(111)

Height of N (Å) 1.96 2.07 2.02 2.04

Height of H (Å) 2.27 2.39 2.32 2.34

Energy (eV) 0.46 1.33 1.24 0.73

Table 5.2: Adsorption heights and adsorption energies of ammonia molecule on Ni(111), Ru(0001),

Ir(111), and Pt(111).
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Chapter 5. Adsorption of small B/N containing molecules on TM surfaces

For hBN/Ni(111), hBN has a lattice constant very close to that of Ni(111), leading to a 1× 1 on

1× 1 superstructure. Several measurements on its geometry have been reported. A LEED intensity

analysis reported an adsorption height of 2.22 Å for the N atoms, and 2.04 Å for the B atoms [69].

Angle-scanned XPD experiments combined with single- and multiple scattering calculations yielded

1.95 Å and 1.88 Å [70, 71]. XSW measurements yielded 2.13 Å and 1.98 Å [72]. Since the unit cell

contains only very few atoms, I have also conducted a DFT calculation of hBN/Ni(111) with two

layers of Ni atoms. The calculation yields the adsorption height of 2.13 Å for N atoms, and 2.03 Å

for B atoms. All the reported adsorption heights and my calculation results are very similar. The

calculated adsorption height of ammonia (1.96 Å) is also very close to these values.

For hBN/Ru(0001), a DFT calculation with a 14(hBN):13(Ru) supercell yielded the adsorption

height of approximately 2.0 Å in the valleys [73]. Another calculation reported used a smaller supercell

(13:12), and yielded a higher adsorption height of 2.14 Å [28, 74]. My calculation of NH3/Ru(0001)

yielded a adsorption height (2.07 Å) in between these two reported values. On the experimental side,

the preliminary analysis of the XSW measurements on hBN/Ru(0001) yields a height of 2.01 Å for

the valleys of hBN/Ru(0001), which is also close to the DFT calculation.

For hBN/Pt(111), the XSW measurements reveal an average adsorption height of 3.41 Å, which

is much higher than the calculated adsorption height of NH3 (2.04 Å). However, the separation of the

valley regions in the N 1s and B 1s spectra proves to be very difficult. The size of the valley regions

(number of atoms that are strongly bonded to the substrate) is very small due to the large lattice

mismatch between hBN and Pt(111). Hence I deduce that hV in hBN/Pt(111) is much lower than the

average height. To the best of the author’s knowledge, no precise measurement of the hBN/Pt(111)

corrugation geometry has been reported.

Summarizing, the adsorption height of ammonia is very similar to hV on Ni(111), Ru(0001),

and Ir(111). Hence I can use it to simulate N atoms in the valley regions: the adsorption energy of

ammonia can be used as a measure to the local hBN-TM interaction in the valley regions. Comparing

the adsorption energies on the four substrates, I find the local interaction strength between hBN and

the substrate is similar on Ru(0001) and Ir(111). The interaction strength is weak on Ni(111) and

Pt(111). The absolute values give a relation: ERu > EIr > EPt > ENi.

Ru(0001) Ir(111) Pt(111)

Height of B (Å) 2.04 2.02 2.05

Height of N (Å) 2.04 2.07 2.10

Height of H (Å) 2.38/2.67 2.35/2.73 2.35/2.70

Energy (eV) 2.45 1.45 0.34

Table 5.3: Adsorption heights and adsorption energies of borazine molecule on Ru(0001), Ir(111),

and Pt(111). For H, the first/second value is for the H atoms bonded with N/B atoms.

For the borazine molecule, I calculate the adsorption on Ru(0001), Ir(111), and Pt(111). The

adsorption geometry is also similar on the three substrates (Fig. 5.2b): N atoms sit on top of one

TM atom, and B atoms sit in the neighboring hollow sites. The six-atom ring stays rather flat, i.e.

the height of B and N atoms are similar. The B-H and N-H bonds bend upward. For the adsorption
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5.2. Ammonia and borazine adsorption on Ni(111), Pt(111), Ir(111), and Ru(0001)

energy, the relation ERu > EIr > EPt still stands. However, comparing between the absolute values,

I find that the difference between ERu and EIr is 1.0 eV, much larger than the difference calculated

by ammonia molecule adsorption (0.09 eV).

Comparing between the adsorption of the ammonia and borazine molecules, I find that the N

atoms are shifted to the center of the six-atom ring in the borazine adsorption, hence slightly off

the top of the Ir atom. For NH3, the N atom locates exactly on top of a TM atom. This difference

originates from the fact that the lattice constants of both TM substrates are larger than the N-N

distance in the borazine molecule. Hence the two N-B bonds drag the N atom off the center of the

top site. Beside the N-Ir bonding similar to the NH3/Ir(111) case, borazine also endures deformation

when adsorbed on the TM substrate, which reduces the adsorption energy. The lattice constant

of Ir(111) is larger than that of Ru(0001), and they are both larger than the N-N distance in the

borazine molecule: aIr > aRu > dN-N
borazine. When adsorbed on Ir(111), the deformation of the borazine

molecule is severer than on Ru(0001). This deformation leads to the relatively large difference in the

adsorption energies on Ru(0001) and Ir(111) for the borazine molecules.

The dimensional difference between the borazine molecule and the TM substrate resembles the

lattice mismatch between hBN and the TM substrates. Hence the adsorption geometry of borazine

is the trade-off between the dimensional mismatch and the atomic interaction to the TM substrate.

While for the adsorption of the ammonia molecule, the only factor involved is the atomic interaction.

Summarizing, based on the adsorption energies of NH3, the local atomic bonding to the substrate

is similar for Ir(111) and Ru(0001). However, based on the adsorption of borazine, a macroscopic

stronger hBN-Ru(0001) interaction than hBN-Ir(111) is then expected, which agrees with the strong

modification of the hBN band structure on Ru(0001) [28], yet rather pristine band structure on

Ir(111) [75]. For Ni(111) and Pt(111), the local atomic interaction is weak. The very close lattice

constant between hBN and Ni(111) leads to two very well-defined orientation of hBN domains [76].

While the large lattice mismatch between hBN and Pt(111) leads to easy misalignment (see Sec:

4.1).
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Chapter 6

Alkali metal adsorption on

hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111)

In this chapter, I present the adsorption of alkali metals on the hBN/TM system. When deposited

on hBN/TM, the adatoms can either directly go between the hBN layer and the substrate (atomic H

onto hBN/Rh(111) [29], Li onto hBN/Ir(111) [30]), or adsorb on top of the hBN sheet (most other

larger atoms).

As demonstrated in Sec. 2.3.1, the moiré pattern of hBN/TM provides a template for the ad-

sorbates. This templating effect originates from the spatially modulated adsorption energy within

the moiré unit cell, resulting in certain preferred adsorption sites. In the apparent “hill and valley”

(historically “wire and pore”) description of the moiré geometry, most adatoms prefer the valley

regions of the moiré unit cell. Some examples are the adsorption of Ir on hBN/Ir(111) [37], the

adsorption of Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Au, and Xe on hBN/Rh(111) [36, 35, 33, 77], the adsorption of Au

on hBN/Ru(0001) [63]. Due to the periodicity of the moiré pattern, the preferred adsorption sites

form a hexagonal lattice, hence the ordering of the adsorbates, i.e. the templating effect.

When the adatoms reach certain density on the surface, interaction between the adatoms comes

into play. For adatoms with attractive interatomic interaction, they aggregate and form monolayer is-

lands (Au/hBN/Pt(111) [78]) or clusters with vertical stacking (Au/hBN/Rh(111) [78], Ir/hBN/Ir(111)

[37]). These islands or clusters still take the moiré pattern as a template. With high enough adatom

density, they have the possibility to coalesce and grow across several moiré unit cells.

To the best of my knowledge, there have not been many studies reported on the systems of alkali

metal adsorption on hBN/TM. Ref. [43] studied the adsorption of Li on hBN/Au/Ni(111). They

observe a shift of the hBN bands due to the charge transfer from Li to the substrate. Interestingly,

even though the hBN sheet is a large band gap insulator, the alkali metal still ionizes. As a result,

the adsorbed alkali metal atoms are positively charged, thus repulsive to each other. Intuitively, they

would not aggregate. The competition between the interatomic repulsion and the spatially modulated

adsorption determines the geometric arrangement of the alkali metal atoms. In this section, I present

the investigation of the adsorption morphology of Cs and K, on hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111).

The pristine hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111) are prepared as described in chapter 4. The high

quality of the samples is testified by LEED and STM. The alkali metals are deposited from a home-
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built evaporator, where a direct current is driven through the alkali metal dispensers. For the

consistency of the deposition rate, the sample and evaporator are always kept at the same positions

for all preparations. The distance between the dispensers and the sample is around 10 cm. This

distance is chosen to achieve reasonable deposition rate, and to avoid heating on the sample by the

hot dispensers. The absence of sample heating by the dispensers is testified by a thermocouple near

the sample.

In Sec. 6.1 and 6.2, I present the STM study of alkali metal (Cs and K) adsorption on hBN/Ru(0001)

and on hBN/Ir(111) respectively, mainly with relatively low adsorption density. Sec. 6.3 addresses

honeycomb structured Cs adsorption on hBN/Ir(111) achieved by depositing Cs on the hot substrate.

The geometric and electronic properties are systematically studied by PE characterization methods.

6.1 Alkali metal adsorption on hBN/Ru(0001)

When deposited on hBN/Ru(0001), Cs and K atoms selectively sit in the valleys of the moiré unit

cell. As an example, Fig. 6.1 presents an STM image of hBN/Ru(0001) after 10 minutes of Cs

deposition (dispenser current 5 A). The dark circular regions are the valleys in the moiré pattern.

The bright protrusions in the valleys are the adsorbed Cs atoms.

Figure 6.1: STM image of Cs adsorption on hBN/Ru(0001). 30×30 nm2, Ub = −2.0 V, Itunneling = 20

pA.

One inevitably notices that some valleys are occupied by more than one Cs atom, which can

be easily distinguished by separated bright protrusions in the STM image. This distinguishability

of individual Cs atoms stands out among other adsorbates (especially transition metals), which are

normally imaged as continuous islands or clusters on hBN/TM [37, 78].

Having the lowest ionization energies, alkali metal atoms are prone to lose the single electron in
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their outmost s orbitals. Once positively charged, they repel each other, leaving detectable distance

between them. Instead of using apparent heights or sizes of the islands or clusters as an indirect

indicator [79], I can directly determine the number of atoms in each moiré unit cells.

To systematically study the adsorption process, a series of samples are prepared with different

amount of Cs deposition (Fig. 6.2). With increasing amount of Cs deposited, more and more valleys

are occupied, and the average occupation number of Cs atoms in one valley increases.

Figure 6.2: hBN/Ru(0001) with different amount of Cs adsorption. Deposition time: (a) 1 minute,

(b) 4 minutes, (c) 10 minutes, (d) 20 minutes. 40 × 60 nm2, Ub = −2.4V, Itunneling = 20 pA.

For each sample, the numbers of atoms in over 1000 moiré unit cells are counted. The deposition

time and the average occupation number λ for each sample are listed in Tab. 6.1: I calculate the

Deposition Time 1 min 4 min 10 min 20 min

Average Occupation λ 0.049 0.225 1.107 3.194

Table 6.1: Deposition time and average occupation in one moiré unit cell of the samples presented

in Fig. 6.2.

ratio of moiré unit cells with different occupation numbers among all moiré unit cells counted. The

distributions of occupation number from the four samples are presented in Fig. 6.3 (blue bars).

Poisson Distribution

Firstly, I compare the observed distribution with the Poisson distribution. For Poisson distribu-

tion, the ratio of the cells with n adatoms inside over all the cells is

P (λ, n) = λne−λ/n!, (6.1)

λ being the average number of adatoms in one cell. The Poisson distribution for each sample is

plotted as yellow bars in Fig. 6.3. Comparing between the blue and yellow bars, it is clear that the

Poisson distribution is much broader than the observed one. This is due to the absence of a crucial

presumption for Poisson distribution: each event being independent to others. Once a Cs atom

occupies a moiré unit cell, it repels other Cs atoms. Thus the probability for another Cs atom to
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Figure 6.3: The distribution of occupation numbers of the four samples presented in Fig. 6.2:

experimentally observed (blue), Monte Carlo simulation (red), and Poisson model (yellow).

go into this cell is reduced. To describe such an collective adsorption process, a simple Monte-Carlo

simulation is made.

Monte Carlo Simulation

This simulation contains two parts: (i) the calculation of the energy of n adatoms in one moiré

unit cell; (ii) Monte Carlo (MC) process for a large system to reach equilibrium.

To calculate the energy of one cell with n adatoms, ε(n), a simple model is used. A circular

infinite rectangular potential well confines n charged particles (Fig. 6.4a):

V (~r) =





0 |~r| ≤ R0

+∞ |~r| > R0

(6.2)

In this model, the minimal energy for each n is achieved by all the atoms siting at the circular edge

of the well and forming a regular polygon. Some typical moiré unit cells occupied by 1 to 5 Cs atoms

are presented in Fig. 6.4b-f. The energy levels ε(n), calculated with this simple model, are listed in

Tab. 6.2:

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ε(n) 0 0.5 1.732 3.828 6.883 10.964 16.133

Table 6.2: Energies ε(n) of n atoms occupying one moiré cell, in the unit of q2/R0.

The initial state of the MC process is a Poisson distribution: a large number of atoms (N · λ)

are randomly and independently assigned to a large number (N) of cells. The system then goes

through some diffusion steps. One diffusion step involves the hopping of one adatom from one

randomly selected cell to its neighboring cells. After enough hopping steps, the occupation number

distribution remains in a stable final state.

Now let us look at one hopping step more closely. Assuming the occupation number of the

randomly selected cell is N0, and the neighboring cells respectively have ni (i = 1, 2, ..., 6) atoms (Fig.

6.4g). After one hopping step, there are 6 possible configurations: (n0 − 1,n1 + 1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6),

(n0−1,N1,n2 +1,n3,n4,n5,n6),..., (n0−1,N1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6 +1). Additionally, it is also possible that

the atom stays and this local 7-cell system remains unchanged, i.e. (N0,N1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6). The
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Figure 6.4: (a) Sketch of the model: multi charged particles trapped in a circular well. (b)-(f) STM

images as examples of 1 to 5 Cs atoms inside one valley of the moiré cell. (g) Example of a hopping

step in the MC process.

probability (pi) to end in each of these 7 possible final configurations depends on the energies (Ei)

of these 7 configurations, where

E0 = ε(n0) +
6∑

i=1

ε(ni),

and for i = 1, 2, ..., 6

Ei = ε(n0 − 1) + ε(ni + 1) +
∑

j 6=i
ε(nj).

Treating this hopping step in these 7 cells as a local canonical ensemble, the probabilities that the

final state turns out to be these 7 configurations are respectively:

pi =
e−Ei/kT

6∑

i=0

e−Ei/kT
. (6.3)

I measure the distances between the two adatoms in 20 double occupation moiré unit cells and

use the average value 1.34 nm, as the diameter of the well used in the MC simulation. As can be

seen from the description above, then there is only one free parameter in this MC process, the charge

of the adatoms q. This parameter is manually adjusted to make the best fit between the simulated

distribution and the observed one. The optimized simulated distributions for each adsorption density

are presented as red bars in Fig. 6.3. In general, they resemble the observed distributions (blue bars),

much better than the Poisson distribution. The best fits are achieved with q = 0.22e0 for 1 min, 4

min, and 10 min Cs deposition, and q = 0.14e0 for 20 min Cs deposition.

The decreased average charge transfer is explained as follows. With hBN being a large band gap

insulator, electrons transfer from adsorbed Cs to the Ru(0001) substrate. The positively charged

Cs adsorption and negatively charged Ru(0001) substrate create a static electric field between them.

Adding additional Cs adsorption strengthens this field. Yet the additional charge transfer has to

go against this electric field. Hence, even though the charge density increases from the 10-minute
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sample to the 20-minute sample (0.22e0 · 1.107 < 0.14e0 · 3.194), the average charge transfer for each

Cs atom decreases.

Figure 6.5: hBN/Ru(0001) with different amount of K adsorption. K deposition time: (a) 2 minutes,

(b) 6 minutes, (c) 15 minutes, (d) 30 minutes. 40 × 60 nm2, Ub = −2.4V, Itunneling = 20 pA.

Figure 6.6: The distribution of occupation numbers on the four samples presented in Fig. 6.5:

experimentally observed (blue), Monte Carlo simulation (red), and Poisson model (yellow).

A similar set of preparations and measurements are made for K adsorption on hBN/Ru(0001).

The STM measurement results are displayed in Fig. 6.5. The behavior of the adsorbed K atoms is

very similar to Cs. This similarity is expected since the two elements have very similar chemical

properties. The occupation number distributions are presented in Fig. 6.6 as blue bars. The

deposition time and average occupation for each sample is listed in Tab. 6.3. Poisson distributions

(yellow) and the MC simulated distributions (red) are displayed for comparison in Fig. 6.5. For the

MC simulation, 1.14 nm (average of 20 double occupation cells measured) is used as the diameter of

the potential well. And the best fit for all four samples is achieved by setting q = 0.26e0.

Deposition Time 2 min 6 min 15 min 30 min

Average Occupation λ 0.058 0.235 0.497 1.22

Table 6.3: Deposition time and average occupation in one moiré unit cell of the samples presented

in Fig. 6.5.
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Cs (3.89 eV [80]) has a lower ionization energy than K (4.34 eV [80]), hence easier to lose the

s electron. However, the analysis of the STM data suggests a higher charge transfer of K than Cs

when adsorbed on hBN/Ru(0001). At the moment, I lack a sound explanation for this contradiction.

I venture three possible directions for further investigation, which I list in the summary and outlook

chapter (Chap. 8).

6.2 Alkali metal adsorption on hBN/Ir(111) at room temperature

Now I present the results of Cs/K adsorption on hBN/Ir(111). Fig. 6.7a presents a large STM image

of the sample after 1 minute deposition of Cs with 5.0 A through the dispenser. Quite distinctive

from the preferred adsorption in valley regions of hBN/Ru(0001), here Cs atoms (bright protrusions

in the image) always reside in the hill regions of the hBN/Ir(111) moiré unit cell.

I attribute this preferred adsorption in the hill regions to the work function modulation in the

moiré unit cell. The local work function is 0.5 eV larger in the hill regions than in the valley regions

[23]. Assuming that the ionization energy does not depend on the details of the substrate electronic

structure, charge transfer in the area where the local work function is large is energetically favored

[81].

Figure 6.7: Cs adsorption on hBN/Ir(111). (a) 100 × 100 nm2, (b) 50 × 50 nm2. Ub = −1.6V,

Itunneling = 20 pA.

A closer look (Fig. 6.7b) reveals that all the Cs adatoms sit on a hexagonal lattice (the dashed

mesh in the image). As described in Sec. 4, there are two hill regions in one moiré unit cell, forming

two hexagonal sublattices. The fact that almost all the Cs atoms are found in only one of these two

sublattices indicates that the adsorption energy in one of the hill regions is much larger than the

other (compared to kBT = 25.9 meV). In rare cases, Cs atoms sit in the other hill regions (red circles

in Fig. 6.7a). For convenience, in the rest of the thesis, the dominant hill region is called “good
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hill” (GH), and the minor one is called “bad hill” (BH). Clearly, the GH and BH are the best and

the second best adsorption sites within one moiré unit cell. In other words, GH and BH have the

highest and the second highest adsorption energy. After examining over 0.1 µm2 on the sample (over

20000 moiré unit cells), I obtain the ratio between the Cs atoms adsorbing in GH and BH is around

400. Since the Cs concentration is quite low (around 0.3 Cs per moiré unit cell), the interatomic

interaction is ignorable. Hence I can estimate the adsorption energy difference (∆E) between the

two hill regions:
p1

p2
= e∆E/kBT ≈ 400,

yielding ∆E ≈ 155 meV.

To systematically study the adsorption behavior, I prepared a series of samples with different Cs

deposition time. Fig. 6.8a-c present the STM images obtained from three samples with 5 minutes, 10

minutes, and 15 minutes of Cs deposition (5.2 A). The majority of the Cs atoms sit at the GHs, until

almost all these regions are occupied. I obtain the occupation rate of the GH regions by counting

over 1000 moiré cells, and they are listed in Tab. 6.4.

Figure 6.8: hBN/Ir(111) with different amount of Cs adsorption. Cs deposition time: (a) 5 minutes,

Ub = −2.0V, Itunneling = 10 pA. (b) 10 minutes, Ub = −1.5V, Itunneling = 20 pA (c) 15 minutes,

Ub = −1.5V, Itunneling = 20 pA. (a)-(c) 40× 60 nm2.

Deposition Time 5 min 10 min 15 min

Average Occupation θ 0.35 0.66 0.95

Table 6.4: Deposition time and average occupation in one moiré unit cell of the samples presented

in Fig. 6.8.

Another apparent observation from the STM images in Fig. 6.8 is that the bright protrusions

do not have a uniform apparent size. This observation raises the question about the nature of
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these bright protrusions. Are they individual Cs atoms appearing differently, or Cs clusters/islands

with different numbers of atoms thus having different sizes? To answer this question, I calculate

the amount of Cs deposition from the observed Cs adsorption by different assumptions, and then

compare them with the deposition time. The three samples presented in Fig. 6.8 are prepared with 5,

10, and 15 minutes of Cs deposition. Thus the correct assumption should yield a linear relationship

with the Cs deposition among these three samples.

Assuming one GH is occupied by i − 1 Cs atoms, the adsorption energy of the ith atom to

occupy the same GH is εi. Apparently, with increasing i, εi decreases due to the repulsive interaction

between the Cs atoms. At some point, εn > 0, while εn+1 < 0. The (n + 1)th atom can no longer

adsorb in this adsorption site. Then n is the maximum occupation number. Beside the maximum

occupation number, there is another unknown factor: the behavior of this (n + 1)th atom. When

the energy barrier between two neighboring hill regions is low, the (n + 1)th atom could diffuse

into a neighboring empty or partially occupied adsorption site. The alternative behavior is simply

desorption. One should notice that if the (n+ 1)th Cs atom desorbs (desorption model), instead of

diffuses (diffusion model), the amount of Cs observed by STM measurement is then lower than the

amount deposited.

For the desorption model, I perform a simple simulation. I start with a large number (106 to

ensure accuracy) of empty cells. For each Cs atom, one cell is selected randomly. If the selected

cell is occupied by less than n atoms, then the Cs atom goes in, adding 1 to the occupation number

of this cell. If the occupation number of the selected cell already reaches n, then the simulation

directly goes on to the next atom, simulating the desorption of this atom. The atoms are added to

the cells one by one, and once the occupation rate of all the cells reached the θ values observed in

the STM images (Tab. 6.4), the simulation stops. The total number of Cs atoms involved, including

the desorbed ones, are taken as the amount of Cs deposition. The deposition density (λ) is then the

amount of Cs deposition normalized by the number of cells.

The simulation reveals that, within the desorption model, the maximum occupation number n is

actually irrelevant: the Cs deposition density λ for the three samples presented in Fig. 6.8 are 0.42,

1.10, and 2.90 monolayer for all n (blue dots and line in Fig. 6.9a). One monolayer (ML) is defined

as the density of all GHs occupied by 1 Cs atom.

To understand this n independence, one simply needs to realize the similarity between this des-

orption model and the Poisson process. The only difference between the simulation process described

in the last paragraph and a Poisson process is that when a Cs atom is selected to a full cell, the

occupation number of this cell does not increase. Then all the i ≤ n terms in the Poisson distribution

(Eq. 6.1) can be treated as n occupation. Adding up all these pi in the Poisson distribution with

i ≤ n, and using the sum as the new pn, I end up with the same distribution as the simulated one.

Since the occupation rate θ observed in the STM images is used, in other words, the un-occupation

rate (1 − θ), as the standard, the problem simplifies to the calculation of λ from p0 = 1 − θ for the

three samples. The λ values calculated in this way are 0.42, 1.10, and 2.90, same as the values I

obtained from the simulation.

In the last three paragraphs, I described two methods, within the desorption model, to obtain

the amount of Cs deposition from the Cs adsorption density observed in STM. The dependence on
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Figure 6.9: (a) Simulated deposition densities of the 5-, 10-, and 15-minute samples, based on different

kinetic models. (b) Apparent size distribution collected on Fig. 6.7, and Fig. 6.8 a-c.

the deposition time (blue dots and line in Fig. 6.9a) is far from linear.

Now I turn to the diffusion model. One realizes that the final state of the previous simulation

performed for the desorption model also applies for the diffusion model: The occupation rate of the

cells is θ, and the maximum occupation n standard is met. The only atoms needed to be counted

are the atoms that are in the cells, i.e. excluding the desorbed ones. The simulation results (λ) for

different n are plotted in Fig. 6.9a (n = 1 black, n = 2 red, n = 3 yellow, n = 4 green).

Since in the diffusion model, the desorbed Cs atoms are excluded, while in the desorption model,

I include them, the difference between the data points in these two model is the density of Cs

desorption. With increasing n, each adsorption site can accommodate more Cs atoms, i.e. less

desorption, thus the curve moves closer to the desorption model curve (blue). Comparing all the

curves, I find that only the n = 1 curve in the diffusion model is close to a linear relation. Thus I

conclude that the bright protrusions in the STM images with different apparent sizes are all individual

single Cs atoms.

Before moving on to the next argument supporting the single-occupation model, I discuss two

more points about the previously mentioned models. (i) The θ values in Tab. 6.4 only include the

Cs atoms occupying the GHs. One can observe a minority of adsorbed Cs atoms sit in BHs. On

the 5- and 10-minute-deposition samples, the ratio is below 1%, thus ignorable. However, on the

15-minute-deposition sample, though difficult to obtain a accurate coverage, the amount of Cs atoms

which do not adsorb in GHs shall be added back when calculating the Cs depositions. In the fore-

mentioned calculation, they are not included, which could account for the “bend-down” of the n = 1

curve. (ii) In the diffusion model, there is actually a hidden assumption, i.e. the infinite diffusion
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length. The newly added Cs atoms can always find the partly filled cells. And the fact that on the

15-minute-deposition sample, even though some cells are still empty, some Cs atoms still absorb in

the BH regions suggests that the diffusion length is finite.

To explore the nature of the bright protrusions in the STM images from another angle, I obtain

the size distribution (apparent area) of the bright protrusions in the three STM images in Fig. 6.7

and Fig. 6.8 by WSxM software [82] (Fig. 6.9b-e). One can see that the apparent areas of the bright

protrusions in Fig. 6.7 are quite mono-dispersed. The distributions from the 10 and 15 minutes

deposition images (Fig. 6.9d and e) clearly demonstrate a double-peak feature. I use two Gaussian

curves to fit the peaks, and use the areas under the Gaussian curves as the number of the two

different kinds of protrusions. With the multi-occupation assumption, the peak with small/large

apparent areas corresponds to the adsorption sites accommodating one/two Cs atom(s). Combining

the occupation rate θ, I can calculate the ratio of the empty, single occupation, and double occupation

cells are 35%, 17.6%, and 47.3% for the 10-minute-deposition sample, and 7%, 35.6%, and 57.4%

for the 15-minute-deposition sample. On the 10-minute-deposition sample, there are fewer single

occupation cells than both empty and double occupation cells. This distribution can only happen

when there is attractive interaction between the adsorbates, which clearly does not apply to the Cs

atoms. Thus based on this observation of the 10-minute-deposition sample, I conclude that the multi-

occupation assumption does not stand. This is another evidence to support the single-occupation

model.

Fig. 6.10a and b present STM images with almost 1 ML Cs adsorption, with 5.6 A dispenser

current for 5 minutes. I define 1 ML as one Cs atom in one moiré unit cell. The adsorbed Cs atoms

occupy almost all GHs, and form a rather good hexagonal lattice. In Fig. 6.10a, one can also observe

some intercalation at the Ir(111) step edges. Similar to the case with less Cs adsorption, occasional

Cs adsorption on BHs can also be observed (red circles in Fig. 6.10b).

Fig. 6.10c and d present STM images with 10 minutes of Cs deposition (5.6 A dispenser current).

Due to the doubled deposition time, the adsorption density shall be twice the density observed in

Fig. 6.10a and b (2 ML). Some inhomogeneity is present on the surface. In some areas, for example,

the bottom two third of Fig. 6.10c, and the triangular area in the center of the Fig. 6.10d, the

adsorbed Cs atoms still form a simple hexagonal lattice. They occupy all the GHs, and occasionally

the BHs. When scanning with positive bias voltage, the Cs atoms in the neighboring GHs and BHs

cannot be imaged individually. The Cs atoms in the BHs, together with the neighboring three Cs

atoms in the GHs, display a “Y” shaped bright protrusion in the STM image (red circles in Fig.

6.10c). In this type of areas, the adsorption density is still near 1 ML.

In other areas (top part of Fig. 6.10c, and outside the triangular area in Fig. 6.10d), the

additional Cs atoms reduce the degree of ordering. The template of the hBN/Ir(111) moiré pattern

fails to arrange all the adsorbed Cs atoms into an ordered structure. The surface appears amorphous.

Similar to the 5-minute-deposition sample (Fig. 6.10a), I also observed occasional intercalation (not

shown).

In Fig. 6.11, I present the STM images of hBN/Ir(111) with different amount of K adsorption

(4.0 A through the dispenser). The behavior is very similar to Cs adsorption. The two hill regions

in the moiré unit cell are preferred adsorption sites. The majority of the adsorbed K atoms occupy
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Figure 6.10: hBN/Ir(111) with more Cs adsorption than in Fig. 6.8. Dispenser current 5.6 A. Cs

deposition time: (a) and (b) 5 minutes, Ub = −2.0V, Itunneling = 10 pA. (c) and (d) 10 minutes,

Ub = −1.5V, Itunneling = 20 pA. (a) 100×160 nm2, (b) 100×100 nm2, (c) 150×150 nm2, (d) 55×55

nm2.

the GHs, and the minority the BHs. With increasing K adsorption, more and more hill regions are

occupied. And at some point, when almost all the GHs are occupied, intercalation starts.

So far, I have discussed the Cs (K) adsorption on hBN/Ir(111) in this section. Based on the

observations, I extract the adsorption energy diagram as illustrated in Fig. 6.12a. There are two

preferred adsorption sites in one moiré unit cell, i.e. the two hill regions. The Cs atoms prefer one

(GH) more than the other (BH): EG1 > EB1 . After all the GHs are occupied, additional Cs atoms

adsorb in the BHs. This indicates that accommodating two Cs atoms in the GH has an higher energy

then distributing these two Cs atoms in GH and BH separately: EG2 < EB1 .

For comparison, I illustrate the energy diagram of the Cs (K) adsorption on hBN/Ru(0001) in

Fig. 6.12b. In contrast to hBN/Ir(111), there is only one adsorption site, i.e. the valley region, in one

moiré unit cell. The valley regions can accommodate multiple alkali metal atoms, hence the multi

energy levels in Fig. 6.12b. The maximum number of Cs atoms observed in one valley is 7, and 5

for K. This two numbers are not necessarily the maximal occupation numbers. The experiments of
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Figure 6.11: K adsorption on hBN/Ir(111). K deposition time: (a) 2 minutes, (b) 5 minutes, (c) 10

minutes. 48× 60 nm2 Ub = 1.8V, Itunneling = 10 pA.

alkali metal adsorption on the two different surfaces, hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111), thus reveal a

fundamentally different adsorption behavior. This difference originates from the interaction of hBN

and the underlying TM substrate.

Figure 6.12: Energy diagrams of Cs/K adsorption on (a) hBN/Ir(111), and (b) hBN/Ru(0001).

6.3 Cs adsorption on hBN/Ir(111) at elevated temperature

The last two sections both discussed the adsorption of alkali metals on hBN/TM at room temperature.

On hBN/Ir(111), there are two preferred adsorption sites in one moiré unit cell, i.e. the two hill

regions (Fig. 6.12a). Intuitively, the structure with the lowest energy with 2 ML Cs adsorption is a

honeycomb lattice (a bi-atomic basis on a hexagonal lattice). However, the Cs adsorption morphology

descends into disorder when the adsorption density increase over 1 ML (Fig. 6.10c and d).

To achieve an ordered Cs honeycomb structure, I prepare the sample by keeping the substrate

hot during Cs deposition. The elevated temperature enhances the diffusion of Cs atoms. From
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the kinetic point of view, the thermal energy kBT is increased. When kBT is comparable to the

adsorption energy, and E′ < kBT < EB
1 , E′ being the adsorption energy of the Cs atom at the third

best adsorption site, saturation of the Cs adsorption is reached when both the best two adsorption

sites, i.e. the two hill regions, are occupied.

Figure 6.13: Cs adsorption on hBN/Ir(111), with sample kept at 400 ◦C during deposition. (a) 15

minutes deposition, 120× 80 nm2, Ub = 2.4V, Itunneling = 20 pA; (b) 25 minutes deposition, 150× 90

nm2, Ub = 2.4V, Itunneling = 20 pA. (c) 50× 50 nm2, Ub = 3.0V, Itunneling = 50 pA; (d) 15× 10 nm2,

Ub = 3.0V, Itunneling = 50 pA. (c) and (d) are measured at 5 K, with LTSTM cologne.

The sample temperature is carefully controlled and tested, and I obtain the most ordered structure

with the deposition temperature around 400 ◦C (Fig. 6.13). Fig. 6.13a presents the surface of

hBN/Ir(111) after 15 minutes of Cs deposition (5.6 A through the dispenser). All the GHs and part

of the BHs are occupied. Thus the STM image presents honeycomb structure in some areas, while

hexagonal in some others. Another 10 minutes of Cs deposition fills almost all the BHs, and almost

the whole surface is covered with Cs atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice. It is obvious that a

perfectly ordered honeycomb lattice is not yet achieved. Defects such as distortions, missing and

extra Cs atoms still exist on the surface (Fig. 6.13c, d).

The defects originates from the tight temperature window for the honeycomb structure. The co-

existence of the local extra and missing Cs atoms suggest that the difference between EB1 and E′ is

very small. Additional Cs atoms at the center of the six-Cs-atom hexagon (red circle in Fig. 6.13d).

Their appearance are quite rare for a quantitative estimation of the relative adsorption energy. One

should also notice that defects in the hBN sheet or the underlying substrate could also lead to defects

of the adsorbed Cs honeycomb structure.

Photoemission measurements have been conducted on the Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111) sample. The

ARPES mapping on this sample is presented in Fig. 6.14a. The hBN σ-bands, degenerate at the
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Γ-point, split into two branches towards higher binding energy. The bottom of the π-band is found

at the Γ-point. Its top is at the K point, where this band also constitutes the valence band maximum

(VBM). The Ir bands are visible in the low-binding-energy range (around 1 eV). This band structure

resembles the band structure of pristine hBN/Ir(111) (not shown, similar to that in Ref. [75]). This

similarity indicates a weak influence of the adsorbed Cs on the hBN and Ir electronic structure.

Figure 6.14: (a) ARPES measurement results on Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111). (b) PE intensity mapping

around the Γ-point on pristine hBN/Ir(111), 2 minutes Cs deposition, 10 minutes Cs deposition (left

to right). (c) PE intensity at the K-point versus BE measured on pristine hBN/Ir(111) (black) and

Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111) (red). blue line is measured on an Cs intercalation sample discussed in the

next chapter. (d) PE intensity at the Γ-point vs BE measured on pristine hBN/Ir(111), and after

different amount of Cs deposition (see the legend in the image).

A careful comparison between the ARPES results on Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111) and pristine

hBN/Ir(111) reveals a small shift of the hBN bands. Fig. 6.14b presents the ARPES mapping

around the Γ-point with increasing Cs deposition (left to right). A gradual shift of hBN’s σ-bands is

observed. Fig. 6.14c and d extract the PE intensity at the K- and Γ-point as a function of BE. At the

Γ-point, the top of the σ-bands is at around 4 eV, and the bottom of the π- band is at around 8 eV.

For a clearer view, Fig. 6.14e zooms in around 4 eV for the exact position of the top of the σ-bands.

Without Cs adsorption, the peak locates at 3.85 eV in BE (black curve). The three blue curves are

from the sample after 1 minute, 2 minutes and 5 minutes (light to dark) of Cs deposition. The peak
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gradually shifts to higher BE. The width of the peak broadens due to the inhomogeneous Cs con-

centration on the surface. A double-peak feature is observed in the 2-minute curve, which probably

originates from some ordered superstructure of Cs at certain concentration. After 10 minutes of de-

position, the peak shift to 4.21 eV in BE (purple curve). Even more Cs deposition no longer changes

the location of the peak (red). This stability indicates the saturation of Cs adsorption. According

to the STM observation, this saturated adsorption corresponds to the honeycomb lattice of the Cs

atoms. Comparing the black and red curves, I measure a shift of ∆E = 0.35 eV at the top of the

σ-bands.

The same ∆E can be measured at the bottom of the π-band at the Γ-point near 8 eV (black

dashed lines in Fig. 6.14d) and at the top of the π-band at the K-point (Fig. 6.14c). In absolute

numbers, the VBM shifts from 2.26 eV for hBN/Ir to 2.61 eV for Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111). The

occurrence of the same ∆E of both σ- and π-bands at different positions in the Brillouin zone suggests

a rigid shift of the band structure. In contrast, the iridium band at the Γ-point stays at 1.0 eV before

and after Cs adsorption (Fig. 6.14d).

Figure 6.15: XPS results of Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111): (a) Cs 3d5/2 spectrum measured with hν = 900

eV. (b) N 1s spectrum measured with hν = 600 eV. (c) B 1s spectrum measured with hν = 300 eV.

The XPS measurements collect the PE intensity from the core levels. Fig. 6.15a presents the

Cs 3d5/2 spectrum with the peak at 727.7 eV in BE. The fact that the Cs 3d5/2 spectrum consists

of only one component indicates that the Cs atoms adsorbed at the GHs and BHs are very similar

electronically. The N 1s and B 1s spectra are presented in Fig. 6.15b and c. For N 1s, the dominating

component (N0) is found at 397.7 eV, and a small shoulder (N1) appears at 398.6 eV. Only minor

changes are present when comparing this double-peak spectrum to the N 1s spectrum measured on

pristine hBN/Ir(111) (not shown, same as Ref. [26]). Thus I use the same assignment as pristine

hBN/Ir(111): the N0 corresponds to the hill regions in the moiré unit cell, and N1 to the valley

regions. The same resemblance is also observed for the B 1s spectrum. The position and the width

of all the components in N 1s and B 1s spectra are listed in Tab. 6.5, in comparison to the ones

measured on pristine hBN/Ir(111).

Comparing the precise locations of the N 1s (B 1s) components measured on pristine hBN/Ir(111)

and Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111), I measured a small shift of the core levels. The the N 1s (both N0

and N1) peak shifts approximately 0.15 eV to higher BE. And the shift of the B 1s (both B0 and B1)
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Position FWHM PH fH n h(Å)

Cs 3d5/2 727.7 1.29 0.97 0.94 2 6.56

N0 397.73 0.79 0.63 0.70 1 3.62

N1 398.60 0.79 0.12 0.55 1 2.48

B0 190.02 0.76 0.66 0.54 1 3.69

B1 190.80 0.76 0.08 0.73 1 2.40

N0 397.58 0.79 0.68 0.40 1 3.72

N1 398.46 0.79 0.00 0.92 1 2.22

B0 189.92 0.76 0.67 0.37 1 3.70

B1 190.72 0.76 -0.02 0.64 1 2.17

Table 6.5: Position and width of all N 1s, B 1s, Cs 3d5/2 components measured in XPS spectra. Fitting

parameters for XSW results on Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111). Errors: ∆PH = ±0.01, ∆fH = ±0.04,

∆h = ±0.02 Å.

peak is approximately 0.09 eV. Compared with the shift of the valence bands, the core levels endure

smaller shifts. One possible explanation of this smaller shift is that the N 1s and B 1s orbits reside

much deeper in the atomic structure and thus are screened by the electrons in the outer orbitals.

The Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111) sample is also characterized by XSW measurement for structural

analysis. The results of the Cs 3d5/2 spectrum, and the four components in N 1s and B 1s are

presented in Fig. 6.16a. The circles indicate the measured PE intensity, and the lines are the fitting

results. The N 1s and B 1s curves are very similar to the ones measured on pristine hBN/Ir(111).

The optimized fitting parameters PH and fH are summarized in Tab. 6.5. The adsorption height

of each species is calculated using Eq. 3.36. Here d is the distance between atomic layers of Ir(111)

(2.217 Å[83]). Based on the stacking relation between Cs and hBN, I assign the values of n, and

calculate the heights. To obtain a sense of the distance among Cs, hBN and Ir(111) substrate, a

sketch drawn to scale is presented in Fig. 6.16b. For Ir (gray), the nearest-neighbor (nn) distance

(dIr,nn = 2.71 Å[83]) is used. For N (blue) and B (green) the van der Waals diameters (dN,vdW = 3.10

Å, dB,vdW = 3.84 Å[84]) are used. For Cs (pink), I use the ionic diameter (dCs,ion = 3.48 Å[85]).

Comparing the N 1s and B 1s components in Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111) and pristine hBN/Ir(111),

some small changes in the hBN corrugation geometry are detected. The height of the hills, where

the Cs directly adsorbed on, does not change, while the valleys rises. These observations on the

corrugation geometry are confirmed by DFT simulation (see below).

From the PE measurements, I calculate the charge density using a simple parallel capacitor model.

Treating the Cs adsorption (positive) and the Ir(111) crystal (negative) as the two contacts of the

capacitor, a static electric field exists between them. The hBN sheet locates in this field, thus having

a higher electric potential than the Ir(111) substrate (grounded). This elevated electric potential

leads to the shift of the hBN electronic structure. Effectively, the adsorbed Cs ions act as a top gate

for the hBN sheet. Within this simple model, the relation between the charge density σ and the
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6.3. Cs adsorption on hBN/Ir(111) at elevated temperature

Figure 6.16: (a) XSW results for Cs 3d5/2 (red), the two components of N 1s (N0 dark blue, N1 light

blue) and B 1s (B0 dark green, B1 light green) in Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111). The measured intensities

are presented in circles, and the lines are from the optimized fitting to Eq. 3.36. (b) Relative position

of adsorbed Cs, hBN, and the first layer of iridium atoms in Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111); the sphere

sizes indicate the van der Waals radius, ionic radius or nearest neighbor distance, and relative height

extracted from XSW results.

adsorption height of hBN h is:

σ = ε0E = ε0
V

h
.

Here E is the strength of the electric field, and V the potential difference between the hBN sheet

and Ir(111) substrate. For V , I use the shift of the hBN bands measured with ARPES (0.35 eV,

Fig. 6.14), rather than the BE shift of the core levels (Fig. 6.15). The core levels locate deep in

the atomic structure, and the BE shift are reduced by the screening of the electrons in the shallower

orbitals.

On the other hand, two Cs ions adsorb in one moiré unit cell, thus the charge density is

σ =
Q

A
=

2q

a2
moiré sin 60◦

,

where q is the charge of a single Cs atom, and amoiré the lattice constant of the moiré superlattice.

Here I do not distinguish the Cs atoms adsorbed in GHs and BHs: Since the XPS measurement (Fig.

6.15a) only reveals one component, the electronic properties of these two types of Cs atoms are very

similar. Combining the two equations above, I obtain:

q =
ε0V a

2
moiré sin 60◦

2h
= 3.23× 10−20C ≈ 0.20e0.
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DFT simulation of Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111)

The DFT simulation is carried out by N. Atodiresei et al. (Forschungszentrum Jülich). Two

Cs atoms are included in a supercell of (12) unit cells of hBN and (11 × 11) unit cells of Ir(111)

(three atomic layers). The initial state of hBN/Ir(111) is the same as the DFT simulation reported

in Ref. [26]. The positions of the B, N, Cs, and the top layer Ir atoms are relaxed. The final relaxed

positions of the Cs atoms are presented in Fig. 6.17a and b.

Figure 6.17: (a) Side and (b) top views of the moiré unit cell of Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111). Ir, B, N,

and Cs atoms are indicated by yellow, green, gray and cyan spheres. The hill and valley regions of

the moiré unit cell are labeled with black and red circles. Charge rearrangement mapping in the (c)

hill and (d) valley regions. Warm/cold color indicates negative charge accumulation/depletion.

The two Cs atoms sit in the center of two B-N rings in the two hill regions. Compared with

Fig. 2.5 in Sec. 2.2.2, the corrugation geometry of hBN is conserved after Cs adsorption. Following

the analysis procedure in Ref. [26], I categorize B/N atoms into two groups: 21 B/N atoms for the

valley region, and 123 for the hill regions. The average B/N-Ir(111) distance in each group is defined

as the height of hBN in the corresponding regions: 2.50 Å in the valley regions and 3.40 Å in the hill

regions. The calculated height of hBN in pristine hBN/Ir(111) is 2.32 Å in the valley regions and

3.40 Å in the hill regions. The DFT simulation reveal the stability of hBN in the hill regions and the

small height increase in the valley regions, which agrees with the XSW analysis results.

In Fig. 6.17c and d, I present the charge rearrangement mapping in the hill and valley regions.

In the hill regions (Fig. 6.17c), the electron depletion of N atoms and Cs atoms, and the electron

accumulation between them indicates chemical bonding between Cs and N atoms. In addition, the

first layer Ir atoms are clearly negatively charged, which supports my modeling of parallel capacitor.

In the valley regions (Fig. 6.17d), the charge rearrangement is very similar to the case of pristine

hBN/Ir(111) (Fig. 2.5d): N atoms still bind to the Ir atom below.
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Comparison between honeycomb lattice and hexagonal lattice

In Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111), two Cs atoms adsorb in one moiré unit cell. For the same adsorption

density, M. Petrović et al. report a different adsorption morphology of Cs on gr/Ir(111) [86]. The

adsorbed Cs atoms form a simple hexagonal lattice on gr/Ir(111). In Cs/gr/Ir(111) system, one

moiré cell just has one preferred adsorption site, i.e. the only hill region. Thus with density higher

than 1ML, the adsorbed Cs atoms do not follow the periodicity of the moiré pattern. Due to the

interatomic Coulomb repulsion between each other, they form a simple hexagonal lattice.

In the Cs/hBN/Ir(111) system, the repulsive Coulomb interaction between the Cs atoms is not

included in the discussion. So far I have only considered the templating effect of the moiré pattern,

and I can account for the honeycomb lattice of the adsorbed Cs atoms, which indicates that the

spatially modulated adsorption is the dominant factor. However, due to the similarity between

Cs/hBN/Ir(111) and Cs/gr/Ir(111) and the rather distinguished structures of the Cs adsorption in

them, it is worthwhile to have a further discussion. For this, I calculate the total energy, including

the adsorption energy and Coulomb energy, of one Cs atom, in the observed honeycomb lattice on

hBN/Ir(111), and compare it with the total energy of a virtual simple hexagonal lattice with the

same Cs density.

First I address the interatomic Coulomb energy. The electric energy between two Cs atoms

(indicated by the indices m and n) is

Emn =
q2

4πε0rmn
e−rmn/λ.

Here q is the charge of the Cs atoms, rmn the distance between the two atoms, and λ the screening

length. Here I assume all Cs atoms have the same amount of charge q. The distance in-plane is in

the range of the moiré lattice parameters (around 3 nm), while the height difference is less than the

moiré corrugation (< 2 Å). Thus for rmn, I only consider the distance parallel to the Ir(111) surface.

Here I include the exponential screening term. For Cs/gr/Ir(111), the electron density rearranges in

graphene and λ = 0.66 nm [86]. Moreover, if the bare Coulomb energy is used, the total interatomic

energy does not converge (see later discussion). When λ = +∞, then it goes back to the bare

Coulomb potential. The total interatomic energy on Cs atom m is then the sum

Eq,m =
∑

n 6=m

q2

4πε0rmn
e−rmn/λ

Here n runs over all the atoms except m itself.

Now I introduce the lattices (Fig. 6.18a). The simple hexagonal lattice is represented by small

black dots, and the honeycomb lattice is indicated by the green and blue circles. I use a non-Cartesian

coordinates for the simplicity of the calculation. The two axes are in the (10) and (01) direction of

the hexagonal lattice, with 60◦ between them. First I consider the simple hexagonal lattice. Each

Cs atom can be straightforwardly labeled with the pair of indices (i, j), with i and j indicating the

position in the two directions.

In the simple hexagonal lattice, I focus on the Cs atom at (0, 0). The distance to another Cs

atom (i, j) is then

rij =
√

(ia)2 + (ja)2 + 2(ia)(ja) cos 60◦ = a
√
i2 + j2 + ij,
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Figure 6.18: (a) Comparison between simple hexagonal lattice (black dots) and honeycomb lattice

(blue and green circles). (b) Coulomb energy of charged particles in the simple hexagonal lattice (red)

and honeycomb lattice (blue) as a function of the screening length. (c) Difference in the Coulomb

energy between the two lattices as a function of the screening length.

a being the atomic spacing. Thus the total interatomic energy of the (0, 0) Cs atom is

Eq =
∑

i·j 6=0

q2

4πε0a
√
i2 + j2 + ij

· e−
√
i2+j2+ij
λ/a . (6.4)

Here i and j run from −∞ to ∞ except (0,0).

For the honeycomb lattice (blue and green circles), I treat it as the (
√

3×
√

3)R30◦ reconstruction

of the simple hexagonal lattice, with 1/3 of the lattice points unoccupied. From this point of view,

the terms with (i − j) ≡ 2 (mod 3) in Eq. 6.4 should be excluded in the sum for the honeycomb

lattice. Thus for one Cs atom is the honeycomb lattice, the total Coulomb energy is

Eq,honey =
∑

i·j 6=0

q2

4πε0a
√
i2 + j2 + ij

· e−
√
i2+j2+ij
λ/a (i− j) ≡ 0, 1(mod 3).

Since the occupation rate is different for hexagonal and honeycomb lattice, the nearest neighbor

distance must also be different to keep the Cs atom density the same for the two lattices. For the

hexagonal lattice, in the smallest rhombus (red rhombus in Fig. 6.18), there is one Cs atom. While

for honeycomb lattice, the number is 2/3. Hence

2/3

a2
honey

=
1

a2
hex

.

For simplicity, I define a0 = amoiré/
√

6 = 1.196 nm. Thus a0 = ahoney/
√

2 = ahex/
√

3.

Introducing a0, the Coulomb energy of hexagonal and honeycomb lattice is then simplified to:

Eq,hex =
q2

4πε0a0
·
∑

i·j 6=0

e
−
√

3(i2+j2+ij)
λ/a0√
3

,
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and

Eq,honey =
q2

4πε0a0
·
∑

i·j 6=0

e
−
√

2(i2+j2+ij)
λ/a0√
2

(i− j) ≡ 0, 1(mod 3).

Numerical calculation indicates that for the same screening length λ, the Coulomb energy in the

honeycomb lattice is always larger than in the simple hexagonal lattice (Fig. 6.18b). With increasing

λ, the Coulomb energy for both lattices increases, approaching a linear dependence for large λ. Thus

for bare Coulomb potential (λ = ∞), the total energy does not converge. Since I want to compare

the two lattices, the difference in Coulomb energy ∆Eq = Eq,honey−Eq,hex is presented in Fig. 6.18c.

With increasing λ, ∆Eq increases and converges to a constant, 0.084q2/4πε0a0. Considering the

interatomic interaction between one Cs atom and other Cs atoms far away, due to the isotropy of

the Coulomb interaction, the discrete summation is equal to an integral

Eq =

∫
qρ(r)

4πε0
e−r/λdr.

Since both lattices have the same Cs density ρ. For large r, the integral is the same for both lattices.

The difference in total Coulomb energy only comes from the interaction to the Cs atoms nearby.

The numerical calculation reveals purely from the interatomic Coulomb interaction aspect, the

simple hexagonal lattice is more energetically favorable. The energy difference is smaller than

the convergence value: 0.084q2/4πε0a0 = ( qe0 )2 · 1.2eV. Due to the insulating nature of hBN, in

Cs/hBN/Ir(111), the screening λ should be larger than the one in Cs/gr/Ir(111) (0.66 nm, [86]).

According to Fig. 6.18c, ∆Eq is close to the convergence value.

Now I discuss the adsorption energy. For simplicity, I ignore the difference between GHs and

BHs, and use the sum of three cosine function to model the periodic modulation (illustrated in Fig.

6.19):

Ead(~r) =
2

3
Em − 2Em(cos( ~k1 · ~r) + cos( ~k2 · ~r) + cos( ~k3 · ~r)). (6.5)

The three ~k vectors fulfill | ~k1| = | ~k2| = | ~k3| = 2π/amoiré, and ∠ ~k1, ~k2 = ∠ ~k1, ~k3 = 120◦. Within

one moiré unit cell (black rhombus in Fig. 6.19), there exist two points with maximum value of this

function (Em) representing the two hill regions, and one point with minimum value (0) representing

the valley region.

For the honeycomb lattice, all the Cs atoms sit in the hill regions. The adsorption energy of

one Cs atom is Em. For the simple hexagonal lattice, since the Cs lattice does not follow the moiré

template, the adsorption energy varies for every Cs. I use the average for comparison:

Ead,hex(x) = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑

i=0

Ead(~ri).

Numerical calculation including over 108 atoms yields Ead,hex = 2
3Em. Thus the adsorption energy

of the simple hexagonal lattice is lower than the honeycomb lattice by Em/3.

Experimentally, I observe the honeycomb lattice of Cs adsorbed on hBN/Ir(111), thus the total

energy of the honeycomb lattice for Cs atoms must be smaller than the hexagonal lattice:

Eq,honey − Ead,honey < Eq,hex − Ead,hex.
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Figure 6.19: Simulated adsorption energy mapping on hBN/Ir(111) by Eq. 6.5.

Here I explain the plus/minus signs in this formula: The Coulomb energy originates from the inter-

atomic repulsion. A low Coulomb energy is favored. Yet the adsorption energy is the energy gain

due to charge rearrangement in the adsorption process. A large adsorption energy is favored.

Both energies are higher for the honeycomb lattice. Hence I define ∆Eq as Eq,honey − Eq,hex,

and ∆Ead as Ead,honey −Ead,hex. Rearranging the adsorption energy to one side of the formula, and

Coulomb energy to the other, I obtain:

∆Eq < ∆Ead. (6.6)

First I estimate the adsorption energy difference on the right hand side of Eq. 6.6. In Sec. 6.2,

I observe the ratio between the GH/BH occupation and calculate the adsorption energy difference

EG1 − EB1 = 155 meV. In Eq. 6.5, Em is the maximal variation of the adsorption energy within

one moiré unit cell. Hence Em > 155 meV, and ∆Ead = Em/3 > 51 meV. On the left hand side

of Eq. 6.6, the numerical calculation yields ∆Eq < (q/e0)2 · 1.2 eV. From the ARPES and XSW

measurement results, I obtain q = 0.2e0 within the parallel capacitor model. Thus ∆Eq < 48 meV.

Based on these assessments, Eq. 6.6 clearly stands. Hence the honeycomb lattice observed in STM

measurements is energetically favored.

I would also point out that, the difference between the term on the two sides of Eq. 6.6 is not

as small as 3 meV. In the assessment, I already overestimate ∆Eq due to the finite screening length.

And for Em, according to the energy diagram (Fig. 6.12a), maximal variation of the adsorption

energy within one moiré unit cell is also much larger than EG1 − EB1 .

Honeycomb-structured Cs: artificial graphene?

The honeycomb structured Cs adsorption is of particular interest due to its iso-structure to

graphene. The C atoms are also arranged in a honeycomb lattice in graphene. The novel electronic

structure of graphene, such as the Dirac cones, originates from the π-electrons constrained in a

honeycomb network. Similar electronic properties can be created in an artificial system providing
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6.3. Cs adsorption on hBN/Ir(111) at elevated temperature

a honeycomb network for a two-dimensional electron gas [87, 88]. The pursuit of such systems, i.e.

artificial graphene, is of great interest.

If the electrons are mobile among the Cs atoms in the Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111) system, one could

expect graphene-like electronic structures. Previously in this section, I treat the Cs atoms classically,

and consider their interatomic interaction purely as Coulomb repulsion. Now I discuss the problem

again in the quantum mechanics picture.

The easiest approach is to calculate the hopping amplitude in the tight binding (TB) model.

TB approximation is based on the perturbation theory. The basis here is the wave function of

the 6s electron of the Cs atom ψ(~r). Luckily, the 6s wave function is spherically symmetric. The

nearest neighbor (nn) amplitude is the convolution between the two 6s electron wave function in the

neighboring Cs atoms and the atomic Coulomb potential:

tnn =

∫
d~rψ∗(~r)∆V (~r)ψ(~r − ~δnn), (6.7)

~δnn being the vector between the nearest neighbor Cs atoms. The next nearest neighbor (nnn) hopping

amplitude is similar: One simply has to change ~δnn to the nnn vector ~δnnn. In the honeycomb lattice of

Cs atoms, the length of ~δnnn is amoiré. And the length of ~δnn is amoiré/
√

3. The calculated dependence

of the nn and nnn hopping amplitude on the moiré periodicity is presented in Fig. 6.20a.

Figure 6.20: (a) Hopping amplitudes, nn (blue) and nnn (red), in tight binding model of honeycomb

Cs lattice by Eq. 6.7. (b) Energy of one bi-atomic unit cell of the Cs honeycomb lattice by DFT.

The horizontal dashed line indicates the energy of two Cs atoms without interaction.

In the TB calculation, the hopping amplitudes determine the band width. In order to make

the band structure detectable, the hopping amplitudes need to be large enough (0.05 eV). In the

Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111) system, the moiré periodicity is around 3 nm. Clearly, the hopping am-

plitude is too small (< 0.01 eV). To achieve a detectable and meaningful band structure, the moiré

periodicity need to shrink below 1.8 nm.

Density functional theory is also applied to calculate the energy of Cs honeycomb lattice. Similar

to the TB model, I calculate the moiré periodicity dependence of the unit cell energy (Fig. 6.20b).

For moiré periodicity of around 3 nm, one can see that the interaction (difference between the data

points and the dashed line) is very weak for any meaningful binding between the Cs atoms.
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Chapter 7

Ample alkali metal incorporation in

hBN/Ir(111)

In chapter 6, I discussed the adsorption of alkali metals (Cs and K) on hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111).

The geometric and electronic structure of hBN/TM is only slightly modified by the alkali metal ad-

sorption. The hBN/TM substrate functions as a template for the adsorbed alkali metal atoms. When

the adsorption density reaches certain value, the alkali metals start to intercalate (Fig. 6.10a and

6.11c).

In Ref. [89], M. Petrović et al. report their study on the mechanism of Cs intercalation on

gr/Ir(111). The binding energies for different Cs densities are calculated for both adsorption and

intercalation morphologies. The calculation reveals that for a dilute density, the adsorption morphol-

ogy has a higher binding energy. For Cs of high densities, it prefers the intercalation morphology

over adsorption.

On the one hand, intercalation lifts up the 2DM, effectively breaking the binding between the

2DM and the TM substrate. On the other hand, direct contact with the TM substrate facilitates

easier charge transfer from the alkali metal to the substrate. The work function of TM substrate is

higher than the alkali metal. Hence the charge transfer lowers the energy of the system. These two

factors compete against each other and determine the morphology of the alkali metal incorporation.

Figure 7.1: The process of alkali metal (K and Cs) incorporation, with increasing amount of alkali

metals (left to right). The gray block indicates the TM substrate. The blue line indicates the hBN

sheet. The red spheres indicates the alkali metal atoms.

In Fig. 6.10a and 6.11c, I observe the co-existence of alkali metal intercalation and adsorption.

Namely alkali metals prefer the pristine hBN/TM area than the intercalated region. In the last

chapter, I explained the decisive role of the local work function in the adsorption location. From the
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PE measurements, I learn that the alkali metal incorporation lowers the work function of the surface.

The work function of pristine hBN/TM is larger than that of the intercalated area. Based on this

local work function difference, it is clear that the pristine hBN/TM area is preferred for adsorbed

alkali metal atoms over the intercalated area.

With increasing amount of deposition, the intercalation area grows and the pristine hBN/TM

area shrinks until full intercalation. With even more deposition, the extra alkali metals can adsorb on

intercalated hBN. However, since the interaction between hBN sheet and TM substrate is effectively

reduced by the intercalation, the intercalated hBN no longer provides a template for the adsorbed

alkali metal atoms. The extra alkali metal atoms hence adsorb in a disordered morphology.

A complete process with increasing amount of alkali metals (Cs and K) is presented in Fig.

7.1. The templating effect of hBN/TM is not illustrated in the sketches, since hBN/Ru(0001) and

hBN/Ir(111) function as very distinvtive templates. I would like to point out that, this process does

not neccessarily apply to the incorporation of all alkali metals. M. Petrović et al. recently report

the incorporation of Li in hBN/Ir(111) [30]. Due to its small size, the Li atom does not adsorb on

hBN/Ir(111), even at very low concentration. Instead, Li directly intercalates the hBN layer.

In this chapter, I focus on the case of ample alkali metal incorporation (Fig. 7.1e) in hBN/Ir(111).

The two sections discuss the incorporation of Cs and K respectively.

7.1 Ample Cs incorporation in hBN/Ir(111)

A high current (6 A) is sent through the alkali metal dispenser for ample alkali metal deposition.

Fig. 7.2a presents the LEED result measured on the sample after 30 minutes of Cs deposition on

hBN/Ir(111) at RT. Besides the diffraction spots from hBN and Ir(111) substrates, I can observe a

sets of additional spots with smaller distance to the center. They correspond to the intercalated Cs,

which forms an ordered
√

3 ×
√

3R30◦ superstructure on Ir(111). The same superstructure is also

observed when Cs is directly deposited on bare Ir(111) (not shown).

Fig. 7.2b presents an STM image measured on the same sample. The surface of the sample is

covered with clusters of Cs atoms in a disordered manner. Since in quantum tunneling, the tunneling

current exponentially decays with the the distance, making STM imaging very surface sensitive. For

this type of samples with disordered alkali metal adsorption, STM measurement does not reveal much

information on the underlying structure. Hence PE characterizations are performed.

The N 1s and B 1s spectra are displayed in Fig. 7.2c and d. The maxima of the two spectra are

found at 400.51 eV and 192.62 eV. Compared to the spectra measured on pristine hBN/Ir(111) (N 1s

397.58 eV, B 1s 189.92 eV), I observe large shifts to higher BE. The shifts are much larger than the

ones observed on the Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111) (397.73 eV, 190.02 eV, Fig. 6.15). The comparison of

the N 1s spectra measured among these three samples are displayed in Fig. 7.2e. Another important

observation is that the shape of the N 1s spectrum is very different from pristine hBN/Ir(111) and

Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111). This change of the peak shape indicates the fundamental modification

of the hBN structure: The absence of the double peak feature reflects the decoupling of the hBN

layer from the substrate. The increased peak width originates from the inhomogeneous chemical

environment induced by the disordered Cs adsorption.
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Figure 7.2: Measurement results on hBN/Ir(111) after ample Cs deposition. (a) LEED pattern

displays the diffraction spots from hBN (blue arrow) and Ir(111) (gray arrow), together with diffrac-

tion spots from intercalated Cs (red arrow). (b) STM image of ample Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111) surface.

120 × 80 nm2, Ub = 2.4V, Itunneling = 20 pA. (c) N 1s spectrum hν = 600 eV. (d) B 1s spectrum

measured with photon energy hν = 300 eV. (e) Comparison of N 1s spectra measured on pristine

(gray), Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111) (blue), and Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111) (red).

Figure 7.3: Cs 3d5/2 spectrum, hν = 900 eV. (a) measured at emission angle θ = 36◦. (b) measured

at emission angle θ = 84◦. (c) Sketch of the PE signal from a system with stacking. (d) Cs 3d5/2

spectra in (a) and (b) normalized to the corresponding N 1s intensity.

The shape of the Cs 3d5/2 spectrum is quite intriguing. Fig. 7.3a and b display the Cs 3d5/2

spectrum measured at two different emission angles. They appear quite different in the shape. The

maximum of the two spectra are even at different BE (Fig. 7.3a 724.95 eV, Fig. 7.3b 725.57 eV).

On the ample Cs sample, there are two types of Cs: the adsorption and the intercalation. Due

to the very different chemical environment, their 3d5/2 electrons are at different BEs. Having this
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fact in mind, it is clear that the two different positions observed in Fig. 7.3a and b are from the two

different types of Cs. Following this idea, I fit the Cs 3d5/2 spectra with two components (red and

blue peaks in Fig. 7.3a and b). The component at higher BE (red) is more intense when measured

at grazing emission angle, and the low BE component (blue) is stronger at normal emission angle.

In Fig. 7.3c, I illustrate the PE process on the sample surface. The hBN layer (black) is sand-

wiched by Cs adsorption (red) and Cs intercalation (blue). The photoelectrons are activated by the

incident photons from both types of Cs atoms. The photoelectrons from the intercalated Cs atoms

have to travel through the hBN layer and the Cs adsorption to reach the analyzer. During this

process, they could get scattered, attenuating the PE signal. At a grazing emission angle, due to

the increased travel length, the scattering probability increases, thus enhanced attenuation. Qual-

itatively, the PE measurement at a grazing emission angle is more surface sensitive. Hence in the

Cs 3d5/2 spectra, the high BE component (red) originates from Cs adsorption, while the low BE

component (blue) Cs intercalation.

Considering the sandwiched position of the hBN sheet, I have a more quantitative method of

determine the stacking relation. I use the N 1s signal intensities as a standard, and normalize the

Cs 3d5/2 spectra to them (Fig. 7.3d). By comparing the normalized intensities at different emission

angles, I can determine the stacking relation in respect to the hBN layer. The normalized intensity

of the low BE component (924.95 eV) increases when moving from grazing to normal emission angle.

This increased intensity indicates that this type of Cs atoms are below the hBN layer. The high

BE component behaves quite the opposite. Hence this component comes from the Cs atoms on top.

The stacking relation determined this way agrees with the qualitative method discussed in the last

paragraph.

Figure 7.4: Comparison of ARPES measurement results among pristine hBN/Ir(111),

Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111), and Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111). (a) ARPES mapping around the Γ-point. (b)

PE intensity extracted from (a).
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ARPES measurement is conducted on the ample Cs sample. Due to the low photon energy used

(He I, 21.2 eV), a full range mapping including the top of the π-band at K point is not possible.

From the detectable range, I observe a large shift of the hBN bands to higher BE. Fig. 7.4a dis-

plays the comparison around the Γ-point among the ARPES mappings on pristine hBN/Ir(111),

Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111), and Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111) (left to right). The Ir band still stays at around

1 eV in BE after ample Cs incorporation. Fig. 7.4b extracts the intensity at the Γ-point as a function

of the BE. Compared to the 0.35 eV shift induced by the honeycomb structured Cs adsorption (red),

ample Cs incorporation shifts the top of the σ-bands by 3.56 eV.

The shift can be approximated with vacuum level alignment: as an estimate of the work function

of Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111), I use the value for bulk Cs, which is an established approximation for the case

of alkali metals on metal surfaces [90]. The difference between ΦIr(111) (5.76 eV, all work function

values are taken from Ref. [91]) and ΦCs (2.14 eV) is 3.62 eV, which is indeed very similar to the

3.56 eV shift observed in the ARPES measurement (Fig. 7.4). A. Fedorov et al. reported their study

of K intercalation on hBN/Au/Ni(111) [43]. The work function difference can be approximated as

∆Φ = ΦAu(111) − ΦK = 5.31 − 2.30 = 3.01 eV. This value is also close to the hBN band shift they

reported (2.77 eV).

The rest of the band structure is not in the detection range. On the Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111)

sample, I witness a rigid shift of the hBN bands. For the Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111) here, I also assume a

rigid shift. The bottom of the π-band is then at 11.64 eV in BE. The top of the π-band is at 5.85

eV. The Fermi surface from Γ-point to K-point is fully detectable. No sign of the conduction bands

is observed. The absence of the conduction bands under the Fermi energy indicates that the band

gap of hBN must be larger than 5.85 eV.

Fig. 7.5 presents the XSW measurement data and analysis on the Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111) sample.

The measured intensities at different photon energies are displayed in circles, while the lines are from

the optimized fitting. The optimized parameters are from the listed in Tab. 7.1:

PH fH n h(Å)

adsorbed Cs 0.29 0.68 4 9.52

B 1s 0.93 0.68 2 6.50

N 1s 0.88 0.83 2 6.38

intercalated Cs 0.42 0.93 1 3.15

Cs/Ir(111) 0.59 0.52 1 3.52

Table 7.1: Optimized fitting parameters for XSW results on Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111) sample, and

Cs/Ir(111). Errors: ∆PH = ±0.01, ∆fH = ±0.04, ∆h = ±0.02 Å.

For comparison, I have also conducted XSW measurements on the sample where Cs is deposited

on bare Ir(111). The same
√

3 ×
√

3R30◦ superstructure is observed with LEED (not shown), indi-

cating the similarity to the Cs intercalation in the Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111) sample. For Cs directly on

bare Ir(111), the coherent fraction is relatively low (0.52), compared to the intercalated Cs in the

Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111) sample (0.93). The adsorption height is also slightly higher. I assign these differ-

ences to the strict monolayer feature of the intercalated Cs atoms. Namely in the Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111)
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7.2. Ample K incorporation in hBN/Ir(111)

Figure 7.5: (a) XSW results for the two components of Cs 3d5/2 (red for adsorption, blue for inter-

calation), the N 1s (orange) and B 1s (green) in Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111). The measured intensity are

presented in circles, and the lines are optimized fitting lines. (b) Relative position of adsorbed Cs,

hBN, intercalated Cs, and the first layer of iridium atoms in Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111); the sphere sizes

indicate the van der Waals radius, ionic radius or nn distance, and relative height extracted from

XSW results.

sample, the hBN layer constrains all the intercalated Cs atoms to sit at some specific atomic registries

in the Ir(111) surface. No extra Cs atoms exist below the hBN layer. While on bare Ir(111), besides

the Cs atoms sitting at such atomic registries, which form the (
√

3 ×
√

3) superstructure observed

by LEED, additional Cs atoms cluster on top, increasing the average height and reducing the height

distribution.

The height of each species are calculated from PH. The comparison of these measured dimensions,

Fig. 7.5b presents the stacking relation in the Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111) sample. The sizes of the spheres

are the ionic, vdW radius of the elements, or the nn distance (for details, check Fig. 6.16 in the last

chapter).

7.2 Ample K incorporation in hBN/Ir(111)

In this section, I change the alkali metal to K and explore the incorporation of ample K in hBN/Ir(111).

The XPS results are presented in Fig. 7.6. The position of the N 1s (B 1s) spectrum maximum is at

400.08 (191.87) eV in BE. Compared to the N 1s (B 1s) spectrum measured on pristine hBN/Ir(111),

the shift in BE is 2.50 (1.95) eV. A brief summary of core level shift in hBN on the different samples

discussed in this thesis is listed in Tab. 7.2.

Fig. 7.6c-e present the core levels of K. The K 2s and K 3p spectra appear to be two singlet, and

K 2p a doublet. The intensity of the K 2s signal is quite low. The low signal to noise ratio renders

unnecessary uncertainty in the further analysis. Thus I focus on the K 2p and K 3p spectra in the

remaining part of the section.
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Figure 7.6

N 1s B 1s ∆EN1s ∆EB1s

pristine hBN/Ir(111) 397.58 189.92 - -

Cshoneycomb/hBN/Ir(111) 397.73 190.02 0.15 0.10

Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111) 400.51 192.62 2.93 2.70

K/hBN/K/Ir(111) 400.08 191.87 2.50 1.95

Table 7.2: Positions of N 1s and B 1s core levels in BE measured on pristine hBN/Ir(111), and three

alkali metal incorporated samples.

Fig. 7.7 present the K 2p and K 3p spectra measured at different emission angles. The change of

the spectrum shape and the shift of the peak position is very similar to the Cs 3d5/2 spectra measured

on the Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111) sample (Fig. 7.3a and b). Thus I decompose the K 3p spectrum to two

components. For the K 2p spectra, both 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 signals are fitted with two components.

The similar emission angle dependence of the two peaks indicates that the low BE components are

from K intercalation, and the high BE components are from K adsorption.

Figure 7.7: K 2p and K 3p spectra measured on K/hBN/K/Ir(111) sample at different emission

angles. (a) and (c) measured at θ = 36◦, (b) and (d) measured at θ = 84◦.
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One might notice the irregularity of the relative positions of the intercalation and adsorption

components in BE. The intercalated alkali metal atoms are in direct contact of the TM substrate,

they should lose more charge than the adsorbed alkali metal atoms, i.e. a higher oxidation state.

Thus why is the intercalation signal at a lower BE than the adsorption? This apparent irregularity

is also present in the Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111) spectra (Fig. 7.3).

The answer lies in the shift of all the electronic states induced by the static field on the sample

surface, i.e. the gating effect. On the ample alkali metal incorporation samples, two layers of alkali

metals sandwich the hBN layer. In the toy model of parallel plate capacitor (Fig. 7.5a, three contacts,

the Ir(111) substrates, the Cs intercalation, and the Cs adsorption, are on different electric potential.

The electric field between the alkali metal intercalation and the adsorption provide an extra shift to

the core levels in the adsorbed alkali metal atoms than the intercalated ones, hence the higher BE

of the adsorption signals.

Figure 7.8

The hBN layer sits between the intercalation and the adsorption. Thus it feels the whole potential

difference between the substrate and the intercalation, but only part of the potential difference

between the adsorption and the intercalation:

∆V = [σ2hintercalation + σ1(hhBN − hintercalation)]/ε0.

Both charge densities are unknown parameters. It is not possible to calculate both densities, and

thus the charge transfer of the two types of alkali metal atoms.

XSW measurements have also been conducted for N 1s, B 1s and K 3p, obtained on the K/hBN/K/Ir(111)

sample. The modulated PE intensities are displayed by the circles in Fig. 7.8b and c. The optimized

fittings are presented by the lines. The optimized parameters PH and fH for each elemental species

are listed in Tab. 7.3. For comparison, I also prepare a sample where K is directly deposited on bare

Ir(111), and characterize it with XSW.
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pH fH n h(Å)

adsorbed K 0.86 0.98 3 8.56

B 1s 0.67 0.60 2 5.92

N 1s 0.68 0.60 2 5.94

intercalated K 0.31 0.47 1 2.90

K/Ir(111) 0.40 0.75 1 3.10

Table 7.3: Optimized fitting parameters for XSW results on K/hBN/K/Ir(111) sample. Errors:

∆PH = ±0.01, ∆fH = ±0.04, ∆h = ±0.02 Å.

Comparing the K/Ir(111) sample and the intercalated K in K/hBN/K/Ir(111), I found that the

height of the K intercalation is lower than the K atoms adsorbed on bare Ir(111). This lowered

adsorption height is in agreement with the Cs incorporation (Tab. 7.1): the hBN layer presses the

intercalated alkali metal atoms closer to the Ir(111) substrate. However, unlike the very high coherent

fraction fH in the Cs case, the intercalated K atoms are not very mono-dispersed in adsorption height.

In the Cs incorporation case, LEED measurements reveal a
√

3 ×
√

3R30◦ superstructure of Cs on

Ir(111). However, on the K/hBN/K/Ir(111) sample, besides the Ir(111) and hBN spots, no additional

diffraction spots are observed in the LEED parttern. This absence of the superstructure supports

the disordered structure of the intercalated K atoms in K/hBN/K/Ir(111) sample.

According to the XSW analysis, the height of the hBN layer is 5.93 Å. This height is lower than

that in the ample Cs incorporation sample (6.44 Å, Tab. 7.1). This lowered height is expected since

the size of K atoms are smaller than Cs atoms. Sequentially, the height of the adsorbed K atoms

(8.56 Å) is also lower than the adsorbed Cs atoms (9.52 Å, Tab. 7.1).
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Chapter 8

Summary and outlook

In this thesis, I present my study on the ultra-thin insulator, hBN. To start with, I study the epitaxial

growth of hBN on two different TM substrates, Ir(111) and Ru(0001). LEED and STM measurements

indicate that it is more challenging to prepare a well aligned hBN layer on Ru(0001) than on Ir(111).

More demanding growth conditions (lower precursor pressure) is required for hBN/Ru(0001).

Due to the lattice mismatch between hBN and TM substrates, the two periodic atomic structures

form a third periodic superstructure, i.e. the moiré pattern. The strength of the hBN-TM interaction

is modulated within a moiré unit cell, leading to a corrugation geometry of the hBN layer: In the

regions where the hBN-TM interaction is strong/weak, the hBN-TM distance is small/large. The

XPS and XSW measurements reveal a weaker hBN-TM interaction and a flatter hBN geometry on

Pt(111) than on Ir(111).

I briefly study the in-plane heterostructure between hBN and graphene. I grow hBN and graphene

sequentially. LEED characterization reveals an enhanced alignment of graphene when sub-monolayer

hBN is present on both Ir(111) and Ru(0001). The 2d-epitaxy between hBN and graphene provides

additional drive for alignment to the TM substrate.

To study the hBN-TM interaction locally, I use DFT to calculate the adsorption of some small

B/N containing molecules on TM surfaces. The adsorption of many molecules are tested on Ir(111).

According to the adsorption heights, the best ones to simulate hBN in the valley regions is ammonia

and borazine. The adsorption of ammonia on different TM substrates indicates the local atomic hBN-

TM interaction strength is weak on Ni(111) and Pt(111), stronger on Ir(111), and even stronger on

Ru(0001). The difference between Ir(111) and Ru(0001) is small. The adsorption energy is used as

a measure for the interaction strength. After switching to borazine, the difference between Ir(111)

and Ru(0001) enlarges. The dimensional mismatch plays a vital role.

I venture two possible directions for using small molecules to further simulate hBN locally: (i)

It might be worthwhile to simulate hBN in the hill regions to fix the borazine molecule at the

adsorption height the same as the hBN hills and includes vdW interaction into the calculation. (ii)

The misaligned hBN domains might be simulated by misaligned adsorption of borazine molecules on

TM substrates.

The moiré pattern of hBN/TM generates not only the corrugation geometry of hBN, but also

a periodic modulation of the electronic properties. This periodic spatial modulation leads to site-
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selective adsorption of adatoms. I study the adsorption of Cs/K on hBN/Ru(0001) and hBN/Ir(111).

For hBN/Ru(0001), the preferred adsorption sites are the valley regions of the moiré unit cell. One

valley region can accommodate multiple Cs/K adatoms. To simulate the occupation distribution, I

carry out a MC simulation. The simulation reveals the vital role played by the interatomic repulsion

between Cs/K atoms.

From the MC simulation, I extract the average charge of the adatoms. K (0.26 e0) is more

positively charged than Cs (0.22 e0). This contradicts the smaller ionization energy of Cs than

K. I lack a sound explanation for this contradiction at the moment. For future investigation, I

venture three possible directions: (i) In the MC simulation, the infinite rectangular potential well

used might be an oversimplification of the adsorption energy diagram of the alkali metal atoms.

More gradual potential, e.g. quadratic potential, could be tested. (ii) A more sophisticated MC

simulation including the inter-cell interaction of the alkali metals could be tested. (iii) Classical

Coulomb energy is used to calculate for the energy levels ε(n). However, the small interatomic

spacing probably already introduce some quantum effect to the interaction between alkali metals. A

more sophisticated calculation, possibly with DFT, of the energy levels is required.

For hBN/Ir(111), the preferred adsorption sites are the hill regions of the moiré unit cells. Each

hill region can only accommodate one Cs adatom. A room temperature, the Cs atoms form a hexag-

onal lattice, indicating the preference to one of the two hill regions in one moiré unit cell. Additional

Cs deposition leads to an amorphous Cs structure and intercalation. At elevated temperature, a

honeycomb structure of Cs is achieved. Both hill regions are occupied. XPS measurements reveal

a small shift of the N/B 1s core levels and the hBN bands induced by the positively charged Cs

adsorption and negatively charged Ir(111) substrate, i.e. the gating effect.

Further improvement for the elevated temperature deposition is possible in pursuit of a Cs hon-

eycomb lattice with higher quality. The sample temperature could be more carefully adjusted. In

my study, 20 ◦C steps are tested around 400 ◦C. Smaller testing steps might lead to higher degree

of ordering. On the other hand, I have only studied the kinetic aspects of the adsorption, one could

also try the dynamic approach, i.e. adjusting the Cs deposition rate, to improve the quality. Besides

the honeycomb lattice, the double peak feature observed in the ARPES mapping after 2 minutes of

Cs deposition (blue curves in Fig. 6.14d) suggests other ordered structures of Cs adsorption with

lower concentration. The new ordered structures are worthwhile for further STM investigation.

For honeycomb structured Cs adsorption, I calculate the interatomic interaction. It turns out

that the large spacing between the Cs atoms on our samples leads to very small overlap of the atomic

orbitals. To pursue the “artificial graphene”, a smaller Cs-Cs distance is needed. One possible

approach is to deposit Cs on rotational domains of hBN on Ir(111), where the moiré periodicity

is reduced. For example, the moiré periodicity on 30◦ rotational hBN domains on Ir(111) is only

approximately 5 Å. According to my calculation (Fig. 6.20 in Sec. 6.3), the Cs-Cs spacing induced

by such small moiré periodicity leads to dispersed band structure. The difficulty of following this

idea lies in the epitaxial growth of extended rotational hBN domains on Ir(111).
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Chapter 8. Summary and outlook

In the adsorption scenario, the alkali metal density is low, thus providing little modification to

the geometric and electronic structure of hBN. To pursue a stronger gating effect, I study the ample

incorporation of Cs/K in hBN/Ir(111). In this scenario, Cs/K intercalates under hBN, as well as

adsorbs on top of hBN. The intercalation lifts up the hBN layer and irons out the corrugation. Large

shifts of the core levels and hBN bands are detected. On the Cs/hBN/Cs/Ir(111) sample, we observe

a 3.56 eV shift at the top of the σ-bands. In the assumption of a rigid shift, the absence of the

conduction bands under Fermi level sets a lower bond of 5.85 eV for the hBN band gap.

To solve the mystery of the hBN band gap, an even stronger gating effect is needed. Given that Cs

is the non-radioactive alkali metal with the lowest ionization energy, I venture two possible directions:

(i) Alkaline earth metals have two electrons in the outmost s orbitals. The charge transfered from

them might be larger than alkali metals when incorporated in hBN/TM systems. (ii) The combination

of two types of alkali metals might induce a stronger gating effect. Different alkali metal atoms have

different sizes. It is possible for the smaller atoms to squeeze into the interstitial space of the large

atoms. The resulting alloy can provide more charge transfer hence stronger gating effect.
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